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We salute our
"Partner Labels"

Music is one of the key elements in
our enjoyment of Square and Round
Dancing! Our "Partner Label" producers provide some of the finest music
available and...we SALUTE them!
Supreme Audio, Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service
and our wholesale subsidiary, Astec Record Distributors, are still the #1 seller of music, tape services and
audio equipment! We are the Exclusive Master
Stocking Distributor for the following "Partner Labels":
A-Bar-K
Red Boot Star
Aussie Tempos
Rockin M Records
Circle D
Shakedown
Diamond
Silver Sounds
Silver Streak
Eagle
Snow
Elite
ESP
Solid Gold
Gold Wing
Square One
Golden Eagle
Stampede
JoPat-ESP
Sting
Red Boot
Visit our Home Page for a complete listing of our
"Partner Labels" as well as all other records!
There's A Reason!TM

1-800-445-7398
lo,71
—

(USA & Canada)
Phone 800-445-7398 or 603-876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001
Foreign Toll Free: AT&T USA Direct # + 800#
E-mail: supreme@supreme-audio.com
Home Page: http://www.supreme-audio.com

SUPREME AUDIO, INC.
P.O. Box 50 • Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
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DON'T LET THIS BE
YOUR FINAL COPY!
Many of our square and round dance friends
are receiving a free sample copy this month.
Please check your label. If on the line
with your name you see the word "FINAL"
and you wish to continue receiving ASD,
please complete and return the
subscription form below with your payment.

Special - 12 issues for $15.00
RI residents: $16.05
Canadian: add $5 postage Foreign: add $12 postage

Mail your check and
Code # before "final'

the completed form to:
ASD
PO Box 777

Name

N Scituate, RI 02857

Street

or call (401) 647-9688
State

City

and use your MC, Visa or

Zip

American Express card.
Phone # (include area code)
Send or call
before December 15

If paying by credit card:

to ensure delivery of the
Credit Card #
EXPIRES MM

January 1998 issue.
YY

MC VISA

AMX

Signature
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Our Only Reason for
Existence Is to
Be of Service

THE EDITOR'S
Here we are, each of us entering into your square and round dance
a new chapter in the life ofAmeri- family.
A few of the new columns are
can Square Dance. First, we say
"THANKS" to the many newpeople Notes in A Nutshell, a caller note
and long time friends who have service review with Deborah
given us much encouragement as Parnell and Frank Lescrinier;
we take the helm of this fine pub- Ken's Comment - Ken Ritucci on
any item from
lication. We hope you
the light topics
will stick with us as
Even with these to heavy hitting
ASD goes through a
changes, ASD cannot commentary;
new evolution.
First, you'll notice succeed without two On the Record Chris Pinkham
the new format of the
ASD. It's "TV Guide" important ingredients. gives his views
The advertisers — on recent square
sized making it more
compact and easy to
The subscribers — dance record releases; Club
carry everywhere your
Leadership
square and round
dancing takes you. You'll find a Notes - by Bernie Coulthurst, ediwelath of information packed be- tor of Club Leadership Journal,
tween these covers. "THANKS" on a variety of topics; Country
goes to all the contributing editors Kitchen - our own Louise Harrop
who are staying with us (nobody whips up tasty treats, many of
is jumping ship) and we would like which are taste tested in our
you to say "HELLO" to those who kitchen, er- make that our office.
Missing are a few of the regular
are joining us with this issue. We
are sure you will welcome them columns as we go through this
6
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transfer. Stan Burdick returns in
January and every other month
after that with Rambling with
Stan. Square Dance Pulse Poll
will undergo a transformation.
We are asking callers from
around the world to participate
(check out page 88). RoundDance
PulsePoll returns in January. And
when the topic warrants it, we will
have long form articles.
Even with these changes, ASD
cannot succeed without two important ingredients. The advertisers -ASD needs their support to
simply continue publishing. For
those of you whom we have not
reached (and unfortunately there
are many), please contact us for
our new rate and layout information. See page 4 for our addresses,
the usual postal way, our new email and web site. The subscribers - without which there is no
need to published ASD. To encourage new subscriptions, we
have an introductory rate and if
you get someone to sign up with
us, you get three additional months
added to your current subscrip-

tion, free. That's our way of saying thanks for getting us that new
subscriber. See page 98 for the
ASD subscription form.
There's so much more we want
to write but we are running out of
room. Nevertheless, before we
end, there are a few other
"THANKS" Pat and I want to send
out. To Jon & Susan Sanborn for
their great help during this transfer; to Dorothy Walker and Phyllis
Arthur who gave us great notes;
to Bob Howell who kept us on our
toes; to Stan & Cathie Burdick and
Bob Osgood who have shared
much with us and to our office
staff, Mickey, Louise and Carol....
who put up with a lot to get this
issue out. Thanks to all.
Pat and I have a goal and we
believe it is obtainable, making
American Square Dance the
magazine you want to read every month.
Happy Hanukkah
Merry Christmas
7b All

Mark down our new address and phone numbers --American Square Dance Magazine
PO Box 777
N Scituate, RI 02857
(401) 647-9688
(401) 647-3227 fax
ASDMAG@aol.com
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Just wanted you to know how
elated I am to hear about your purchase of AMERICAN SQUARE
DANCE.
Jim Farrough
Elkhart, Indiana
My hat goes off to the two of you
for the responsibility that goes
with keeping the square dance
world informed of just what is going on. I do hope that every desire
that you are hoping for will be realized in the very near future.
Bob Howell
Fairport Harbor, Ohio
Congratulations on the purchase of your new magazine.
Sounds exciting! Lots of good luck
and much success.
Fred & Anita Gelfand
Framingham, Massachusetts
Congratulations on your purchase of AMERICAN SQUARE
DANCE!
Chris Pinkham
Hillsboro, New Hampshire
Congrats on the AMERICAN
SQUARE DANCE acquisition. I
am sure you'll both do an excellent
job. Thanks for all your assistance.
Ted Lizotte
Manchester, New Hampshire
8

CONGRATULATIONS! That's
quite an undertaking, to take over
the reins of the AMERICAN
SQUARE DANCE Magazine. We
wish you well and feel confident
that you'll do a great job.
Royna Thomas
Strawberry Square, Florida
Congratulations on the purchase of AMERICAN SQUARE
DANCE. Know you'll do a
great job.
Marilyn Neibert
New Jersey
Square Dance Videos
Absolute best of luck with your
new venture. You took a big bite,
and I truly hope it pays in spades
for you.
Ron Libby
Falmouth, Maine
Just saw on your web site that
you are going to take over
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE;
congratulations. Sounds like a
big undertaking.
Good luck with your new
venture(s).
Don Beck
Stow, Massachusetts
American Square Dance, December 1997

What's this I hear about you
taking over
AMERICAN
SQUARE DANCE? You'll be taking on quite a project. I wish you
the best in your efforts.
Best personal regards,
Bob Brundage
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Congrats on your new venture.
We love your web site. We've only
been on for a few weeks and are

both still learning. This is tougher
than learning A2 or C.
Earl & Marion Johnston
Bradenton, Florida
Congratulations on acquiring
the ASD magazine! We wish you
the best.
Deborah Parnell
Frank Lescrinier
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Send "Letters" to: ASD Mail Room
PO BOX 777, N Scituate, RI 02857

MEG SIMKINS

119 Allen Street

(413) 566-3349

Hampden, MA 01036

-----111111111111R Everything
for
Square Dancers

Send $1.00 for catalogue
Refunded on first order.
Handling $5.00 ea.

NEW

NEW

Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bottoms
are hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline.
Extremely full #6000 - Sixty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each
$36.00
Extremely full #5000 - Fifty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each
'$33.00
Extremely full #4000 - Forty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each
$30.00
LENGTHS:
COLORS:
SIZES:

19, 20, 21 and 23 inches.
Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory, Peach, Pink,
Hot Pink, Yellow, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy, Dusty Rose.
Small, Medium and Large
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The weather is Picture Perfect
UACCA
Return to:
for any activity, and best of all,
Mesa & .tfutchr Junction I aikrs & /um &;torisitiou
P Mt 3EPY1
lots of Square and Round Dancing.
Arizona Ki175
Square and Round Dance to
LtioontYtous awl •.
18 Professional Callers and Cuers
........
of unequaled talent.
. Allmsq
Choose from over 40 sessions
Cit).
Sulk
on any given day.
If you don't yet Square or Round Dance, 1'h one 1 I
there's no better place to learn.
,
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AC-205
a re-design for the popular AC-201.
The AC-205 now has adjustable input
and output signal levels making it
more compatible with today's auxiliary
signal sources. With this revision, recording and playback is easy from a
MiniDisk, CD, tape player, or other
devices.

The AC-205 features: a variable speed turntable, record reset and remote
music volume control from the microphone, two channel amplifier allowing one to be used for a monitor or combined for maximum output, two
independent microphone inputs each with its own volume and tone control, dual jacks for remote reset and music control, four speaker output
jacks, and low and high signal outputs for slaving or recording.

SONY'' MiniDisc recorder/
players . . .
Model MZ-R30
Ultra compact
with full editing.

Please contact us
for your free copy
of our catalog and
price list.
All Hilton Sound Systems carry
a 2 year limited warranty. When

Model MDS-S37
Compact with
wireless remote
control playing

a sound system is purchased directly from us all related accessory items (speakers, microphones, etc.) purchased at that
time or within 90 days will be
discounted 107X.

and editing
DirCOAR

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
1033-E Shary Circle - Concord, CA 94518
Phone: 510-682-8390

Fax: 510-682-8497 - Email: HillonAud@aol.corn - Web page: http://www.ccnet.com/ —hiltonap/
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CLUB LEADERSHIP NOTES
By

Bernie Coulthurst

Editor of Club Leadership Journal

We receive many exchange copies of square and round
dance publications from around the world. This helps us
develop a more accurate perspective of what is really going
on in the square and round dance world. Our crystal ball
tells us positive change is taking place - slowly but surely.
Ten years ago you rarely saw an Cholmondeley are involved in getting
article about square and round marketing "exposures" for square
dance marketing in square and dancing in your community.
round dance publications. Now most
This is where you come in - the
magazines have marketing success local square dance leader. You are
stories on a regular basis. Also sev- the salesperson that must put it all
eral individuals have TAKEN together in your community to make
CHARGE and are offering market- the telephone ring and get new
ing services.
dancer prospects to visit your dance
Eddie Powell (Ohio) has started hall. YOU ARE NEEDED! You are
the National Square Dance Market- the equivalent of the local auto
ing Board concept. Lea & .Jim dealer and the dealer's sales staff.
Veronica (California) have started a Publicity, Public Relations and Adradio advertising service. Jim vertising will make the telephone
Cholmondeley has been involved in ring but only the salesperson will
getting the Dancin' N' Branson TV close the sale.
marketing program on the Las VeClosing the sale in square dance
gas Television Network (LVTN) and terms is to get the prospect to give
United Paramount Network (UPN). square dancing a whirl for just three
Both networks will be televising nights in your new dancer program
square dancing on a regular basis. (not lessons).
Hopefully round dancing will be
Sounds easy, doesn't it? Well, not
added to this marketing endeavor.
really. Most salespersons "kill" the
Wow! What great news!
sale by making mistakes in the sales
Marketing involves "exposures" process. Let's look at some of the
to your targeted audience. Eddie more common mistakes.
Powell, Lea & Jim Veronica and Jim
• Most salespersons don't know
12
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when to stop selling.
• Many salespersons fail to be
completely honest with their prospects.
Often a salesperson literally talks
too much. A good salesperson does
more listening than talkingand asks

are new dancer dances in your club's
new dancer program.
• Most dancers fail to sell the true
fact that the new dancers will be
square dancing within five minutes
on the dance floor AND having loads
of fun!
Year-round square
Saying "classes" and "lessons" dance marketing in your
community is the only
are "NO NO" words in the
viable way to get new
square dance sales process.
dancers into your clubs.
Clubs who are marketa lot of questions, even answering a ingyear-around are having excellent
question with a question.
numbers in their new dancer proWhat about square dance selling grams.
mistakes? Let's look at two of the
Until next month happy dancing
more common mistakes dancers and we hope to meet you in a square
make when they try to sell the ben- or a circle some day!
efits of square dancing to a prospect.
For a complementary copy of
• Most dancers will refer to new LEGACY'S Club Leadership Journal,
dancer classes and "X" number of please call us - 715-824-3245 - anylessons. Saying "classes" and "les- time. Our mailing address is PO Box
sons" are "NO-NO" words in the 766, PLOVER WI 54467-0766.
square dance sales process. They

Pevuid, Peetee Reuvr14, and Suftgea,
Squares • Rounds • Country Western • Clogging
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69
Nicholasville, Kentucky 40340-0069
Message or Fax Call Toll Free 24 Hours
Office
USA 1-800-882-3262
and
Customer Service
Canada 1-800-292-2623
(606) 885-9440
Local or Intl 1-606-885-9235

A Square Dance Hall is not a place to test mental and physical skills, but a
meeting place for kindred souls in the search of Fun and Relaxation
American Square Dance, December 1997
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7-44y)fRecords

CK-129 Troubador (Jerry Junck)
CK-128 Desert Rose (Bill Helms)
CK-127 Crawdad Square (Daryl Clendenin)
CK-126 Liza Jane (David Craw)
CK-516 Pac Man/Taz (Flip Hoedown)
Daryl Clendenin
602-983-3013

Bill
Helms
503-665-1967

Jerry
Junck
602-641-8683

David
Craw
317-874-2448

"Brand New on Chinook"
CK-130 IT'S A LITTLE TOO LATE (Daryl)
CK-131 ROCKABYE YOUR BABY (Daryl)

Hoedowner Records
HD-130 Keep On Prayin' (Lanny Weaklend)
HD-131 The Last Goodbye (Jim Logan)

Dealers, To Order Chinook and Hoedowner
Records Contact:
A&F Music Distributors, Clackamas, OR 1-800-851-6203
Fax: 1-503-656-3677

$20.00/12 ISSUES Gift

ro

Ei

1

.)i.11.HitrIlitIOrti5 $20.00112 ISSUES

Canada add $5 postage. RI: $21.40 includes sales tax Price subject to change.
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE, PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857-0777
Anniversaries
Christmas
Birthdays
Club Gifts
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by Bob Howell
Our seasonal dance this month is an oldie, written in 1588 and comes
from France. Mae Fraley of Rockville, Maryland, has for many years
offered to share with us her vast knowledge of traditional dance. Following is the routine for —

NOEL
Formation: Circle of couples, as many as will, hands joined, facing center.
Music: Mae adapted the number of steps only so it will fit any good
square dance Christmas record.
Routine:
Counts:
Paril
8 All take hands and slip left 8 slides
8 Slip back right to places.
8
8

Chorus
All men take hands and circle left 8 slips. Fall back into convenient place and bow to woman on the right.
All women take hands and slip 8 slips right, fall back into place,
face partner and honor.

8
16

Part U
Partner's advance to each other so right shoulders touch and
back to place.
Repeat touching left shoulders.
Repeat the chorus.

8
8
16

Part III
Partners turn by the right arm once around
Partners turn by the left arm once around
Repeat chorus as above.

8
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Note: Fbr an older group use walking steps instead of slips. Mae found the
dance in John Millar's "Elizabethan Country Dances" pub. Williamsburg.
When we made the move to Fairport Harbor, I relieved myself of several
drawers of material that had been gathered over many, many years. However, I did salvage some materials that I figured I might use at some future
date. Fbllowing is a routine, sent along by Orlo Hoadley in December of 1986
that I think might be a gem for any ones new classes, which he entitled -

FRESHMAN QUADRILLE
Fbrmation: Square
Music: Any 32 bar tune
Routine:
Heads go forward and then fall back
The sides you do the same
The head two go right and left thru
The sides you do the same
Two head ladies chain across
Side ladies do the same
The heads come back with a right and left thru
The sides you do the same
Two head ladies chain across
Side ladies do the same
The heads go up, the beads fall back
And all four couples promenade.
Note: I plan to use it this year to: Mete Kalikimaka (Merry Christmas in
Hawaiian) Scope SC607.
And what would a December issue be without some routine to this seasonal music? Sol Gordon wrote this choreography several years ago and it
fit's Cal Golden's record perfectly. Here is -

JINGLE BELLS (GORDON)
Formation: Square
Music: Jingle Bells. Gold Star GS 713 or Blue Star BS 1637
Routine:
Al Head two couples go forward and back.
Head two couples, dosido your opposite.
A2 Swing your opposite. End the swing facing the nearest side couple,
with the lady on the gent's right. Split (go between) the side couple,
separate, and go around one to your home places.
16
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B1 Head couples, dosido your partner.
Everyone swing your corner.
B2 Promenade the one you swung, home to the gent's place.
Note: Sol writes that the main figure as described above is repeated once
more with the heads leading, and then twice with the sides leading. An introduction, break and ending of the caller's choice should be added.
Mae Fraley also contributed the following contra. The late Ted Sannella
and Thny Saletan wrote a variant of Vinton's Hornpipe and Christmas Hornpipe and called it the —
NEW CHRISTMAS HORNPIPE
Formation: Alternate duple. 1,3,5, etc. active and crossed over.
Music: Vinton's Hornpipe
Routine:
Al Active couple balance the lady below (in a ring of three)
Circle left twice (?) around
A2 Actives balance the man below
Circle three to the left once around
B1 Down the center four in line (actives in the center)
Turn alone, come back, cast off one with hand cast
B2 In long lines go forward and back
Actives swing in center (end facing down)
Huntsville, AL
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Portland, OR
Phoenix, AZ
Hartford, CT
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OF GAY SQUARE DANCE CLUBS
A Lesbian & Gay Organization
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Rawhide Records BUCkSkin
r

Dick Waibei

Larry Cole

Ray Taylor

Otto Degner

Dale McClary

ir

Grace Wheatley

Steve Sullivan

BEST WISHES FOR THE

I

HOLIDAY SEASON
Hank Lutcher

From The
STAFF & FAMILIES OF
RAWHIDE - BUCKSKIN
RECORDS

Tom Rudebock
Write for
your free
copy of
our new
1997 Fall
catalog!!

Jerry Reed

• NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES
RWH-81 4 I'M WALKIN' THE FLOOR OVER YOU

(Sing-A-Long Song) by Torn
RWH-523 YAMS HOEDOWN by Steve
RWH-207 TAKE THIS JOB & SHOVE IT by Tom
RWH-205 VAYA CON DIOS by Dale
Jim Snyder

Allen Snell

Dick Waibel Enterprises, 675 E. Alluvial Avenue, Fresno, CA 93720-2513
Voice: 209-439-3478 — FAX: 209-431-5942 — E-mail: producer@rawhide-records.com
Web Site: latp://rawhide-records.com
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4A A Nutshell
by Deborah Parnell and Frank Lescrinier
Welcome to our initial article pertaining to the review of
caller note services. This will be a monthly article summarizing those note services that wish to be included. If you
are currently publishing a note service and are not listed
below and would like to be included,
please send your future issues to:
Deborah Parnell & Frank Lescrinier,
9797 La Monica Drive, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730-2800.
"Notes In A Nutshell" IS

a condensed interpretation or summary of the contents of the notes;
highlighting of unique articles; feature story highlights; ideas for the
modular, reading, and sight caller; a
positive review.
"Notes In A Nutshell" is NOT

a critique or criticism of choreography; a detail inclusion of
choreographic sequences; a
negative critique.
The following note services are
already being received and will be
included in the next issue.
Callers Notes
Norm Wilcox, R.R.#4, Georgetown,
Ontario, Canada L7G 4S7

John's Notes
John & Linda Saunders, 101 Cedar
Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, Fl 32169
Mikeside Management
Stan and Cathie Burdick,P0 Box 2678,
Silver Bay, NY 12874
Minnesota Callers Notes
Warren Berquam, 3775 County Road.
92 North, Maple Plain, MN 55359
The Call Sheet
Kris Jensen and Bill Eyler, 2030-B
South St., Philadelphia, PA 19146-1321
We do have a deadline. If the publication date of the magazine is February, 1998, we must have your note
service by December 1, 1997. This is
approximately 8 weeks before publication date since the magazine will
be mailed approximately 10 days before February 1. We thank you for
your promptness. If you would like,
you may e-mail the notes to us at
Deborah@Parnell.net, with the file
as an attachment. %

We wish all of our friends a Happy Holiday Season
and look forward to a healthy; prosperous 1998.
Deborah & Frank
American Square Dance, December 1997
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THE CALLEARLAB HONORS BOOK

BOB VAN
ANTWERP
MILESTONE
1979
GOLD CARD
1987

A professional in the field of rec- traveling caller, appearing on festireation, Bob won his way naturally val and convention programs across
into a position of leadership in North America.
American square dancing. As chairAlthough very much involved with
man of one of this country's largest his full-time profession, Bob found time
and effective parks and recreation to conduct callers schools and appear
departments, he not only admirably on the staff of square dance vacation
filled the responsibilities of that post institutes across the country. Fbr more
for many years, but in this position than a decade he and his wife, Roberta,
he was able to promote square danc- visited countries in Europe and the
ing in his immediate area and Orient calling providingcaller training,
throughout the state of California.
and serving as leader for hundreds of
As one of the pioneers in contem- traveling square dancers.
porary square dancing, "Van"
One of the early callers to record,
started his calling in 1948 and dur- Bob has been featured on several laing the 1950s conducted capacity bels, has appeared on television
classes for new dancers. Known af- documentaries, and has written arfectionately to the dancers in Long ticles for a number of square dance
Beach, California, as a "home-club publications.
caller," be soon made his mark as a
In the mid-1960s, Bob served on
20
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the advisory staff of the UCLA Extension Division's Square Dance
Leadership Seminar and repeated
the work a second year. As a member of the Square Dance Hall of
Fame, Bob became a "Founding
Member" of CALLERLAB, playing
an invaluable role in that

organization's formulative years,
serving several terms on its Board
of Governors and two terms as
Chairman of the Board.
In the 1980s, the Van Antwerps
moved to Stateline, Nevada, where
Bob continues a casual "home-club"
square dance program. •

Ottawa:

JULY 16, 17, & 18, 1998

The Queen's choice in 1857.
Make it your choice for 1998.

11th Canadian National
Square & Round Dance Convention
• Squares - Basic to Ch.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Rounds - II to VI
• Clogging
• Contra
• Line
• Dance on The Hill
• Hearing Enhancement

Seminars/Discussions
Society Meetings
Heritage Displays
S/D Shops
Fashion Show
Workshops
Clinics

• Banner Parade
• Park and Ride
• SDGE Billeting
• Ottawa Congress Centre
• Camping/RV
• Ottawa Westin Hotel
• Hotels/University

Look for registration forms at major dances, or write, phone, fax, or e-mail to:
Convention 98
Phone/Fax: (613) 225-7904
Box 5746. Ottawa Stn LCD-Merivale
E-mail: bowennan@cyberus.ca
Ottawa ON K2C 3M1
Home Page: httpllmeridian.uwaterloo.ca/—bowermaniconvention.html

it

1 Cipitel Commotion!

!
A
V
V

ir

iar.e.

NEXT QUESTION
Little Johnnie had to stand in the corner at school for putting
mud in a little girl's mouth. His mother was horrified when she
heard about it. "Why in the world," she wanted to know, "did you
put mud in Margaret's mouth?"
"Well." said Johnnie, shrugging his shoulders, "it was open."
American Square Dance, December 1997
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Let us start by welcoming the new editors of American Square Dance
Magazine. They have a lot of experience in this field and we are looking
forward to working with Ed & Pat. In addition, we wish all of our readers a
happy, healthy holiday season.
This month, we are throwing you 2 curves. We will call centers in from
a position we don't normally call this from and we are not going to cast off
3/4 every time. Not hard to execute but it might add some spice to your
calling. (Incidently, this idea was derived from a caller from England who
came to our callers school and used a figure similar to this. Thanks Barry!)
1.HEADS square thru 4
centers in, centers run
square thru 4
right and left grand
(1/2 promenade)
2. SIDES square thru 2
centers in,
CENTERS trade, star thru
dixie grand, left allemande
(1/2 promenade)
3. HEADS star thru
double pass thru
leads trade
centers in, cast off 3/4
CENTERS pass thru
1/2 tag
explode & square thru 4
trade by
left allemande, (at home)
4. SIDES touch 1/4 &
walk and dodge
centers in, centers run
22

box the gnat
fan the top, circulate
girls trade, swing thru
right and left grand
(5/8 promenade)
5. HEADS pass thru
separate around 1 to a line
pass thru
wheel and deal
CENTERS pass thru
centers in, cast off 3/4
ends fold
GIRLS LEFT square thru 3
touch 1/4, extend,
right and left grand (At home)
6. SIDES LEFT touch 1/4
side girls run
centers in, cast off 3/4
ENDS circulate
star thru
CENTERS pass thru
left allemande (1/2 promenade)
American Square Dance, December 1997

7. Heads 1P2P
star thru
centers in, centers run
slide thru
left allemande (3/8 promenade)
8. Heads 1P2P
square thru 2
trade by
centers in
centers cross run
touch 1/4
girls run
double pass thru
leads trade
right and left grand
(7/8 promenade)

9. SIDES star thru
CENTERS square thru 3
centers in, cast off 3/4
ENDS face in
at home
10. HEADS lead right
centers in, cast off 1/2
CENTERS U turn back
touch 1/4, circulate
girls run, swing thru
circulate, explode & star thru
left allemande (1/4 promenade)
11.SIDES square thru 4
right and left thru
centers in, centers run
square thru 2
right and left grand (at home)

7th ANNUAL

Lee & Steve Kopman's Callers School
AUGUST 21, 22, 23, 1998
4. LEARN CREATIVE CHOREOGRAPHY

• LEARN HOW TO WRITE CHOREOGRAPHY
• LEARN THE BASICS OF SIGHT CALLING • LEARN FORMATION MANAGEMENT
• LEARN HOW TO CHANGE FIGURES ON SINGING CALLS

— SIGNATURE INN, KNOXVILLE, TENNESEE —
$389• PER CALLER
PRICE INCLUDES:
• 2 BUFFET BREAKFASTS
• 6 CHOREOGRAPHIC SESSIONS
• 2 DINNERS
• 2 NIGHTS LODGING
WEEKEND STARTS FRIDAY 3. 00 PM AND ENDS SUNDAY NOON
CALL DEBBIE KOPMAN AT KNOXVILLE TOURS & TRAVEL FOR
DISCOUNT AIRFARES 800-251-2027

SEND $75.00 DEPOSIT TO LEE & STEVE KOPMAN'S CALLER SCHOOL
(423) 691- 1580
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE, KNOXVILLE, TN 37919
For more information: e-mail: s.kopman@juno.com
•PRICE PER CALLER BASED UPON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
TAX DEDUCTIBLE

Lee & Steve Kopman's Caller School

1111=11__

I will! will not bring my spouse
(circle one)

Name
Address
City/Stale/Zip
Telephone Number (
I have been calling

years. I call
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times per week

times per month.

12. HEADS right & left thru and
lead left, centers in, cast off 3/4
CENTERS pass thru
1/2 tag
circulate
LEFT swing thru

THREE R's
Recently Released Records
Now Available
Information supplied by
Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636
E-Mail: supreme@supreme-audio.com
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com
Shake Shake Shake, O'Jima
ER 1022
BM188
Am I Blue, McCuller
ER 1023
Cowgirl's Sweetheart, Barbour
Welkin' the Floor over You,
Rudebock
RWH 814
DR 80
Another Saturday Night, Crawford
Take Me out to the Ballgame
Crowell
CD 274
Makes No Difference Now, Thole
OR 62
Whispering Pines, Lipscomb
GMP 305
Let's Chase Each Other Round The Room
Tonight, Hohnholt
MR 126
Christmas in Your Arms, Lowe
Q 918
Meet Me in Montana, Nyman
UR 35
(Was Ur 8)
Alabama Jubilee, Seastrom
RR 238
The Moon Is Making Eyes,
Thornton
GR 12182
Take it Back, Dougherty-Lottie
RR 239
What a Day for a Daydream,
Turner
A 1004
Ten Pound Hammer, Greer
Q 919
Blue, Parnell
Hli 5207
Waitin' for the Robert E. Lee,
Wykoff
BS 2439
This Ain't No Thinkin' Thing
Sheffield
ESP 1022
Memphis Hoedown / One Hundred
Degree Hash
D 736
Ghost Riders In the Sky
Weaver
With NH 5206H Harmony
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right and left grand
(7/8 promenade)
13. SIDES pass the ocean
ping pong circulate
CENTERS
explode & square thru 2
ENDS roll away
centers in, boys trade
CENTERS trade
touch 1/4
circulate
girls U turn back
swing thru
right and left grand
(1/8 promenade)
14.HEADS star thru
double pass thru
leads U turn back
centers in
girls trade
CENTERS California twirl
star thru
trade by
swing thru
circulate 1 1/2
right and left grand
(1/2 promenade)
15. HEADS right and left thru &
roll away & star thru
centers in, cast off 3/4
circulate, centers run
star thru, trade by
pass to the center
CENTERS square thru 3
left allemande (At home)
16. SIDES LEFT square thru 2
centers in
cast off 1E2 & ROLL
square thru 3, trade by
left allemande
(1/2 promenade)
so
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THE KOREO KORNER

by Steve

This month let's expand a little on the centers in & cast off 3/4.
After the cast off 3/4 we're throwing another curve by adding a circulate from a position we don't ordinarily call this from.
HEADS star thru & pass thru
centers in, cast off 3/4
ALL 8 circulate
THEN:
1. centers run
square thru 2
right and left grand (At home)
2. ENDS pass thru
wheel and deal
CENTERS square thru 3
star thru
ferris wheel
CENTERS pass thru
left allemande (3/4 promenade)
3. CENTERS trade
star thru
CENTERS pass thru
left allemande (1/2 promenade)

4. ALL trade & roll
pass to the center
CENTERS square thru 3
left allemande (1/2 promenade)
5. cast off 3/4
circulate
centers run
star thru
trade by, left allemande
(At home)
E-mail us at:
s.kopman@juno.com

Don't forget Lee & Steve Kopman's Caller School. What a great gift
for the caller you love. Happy Holidays to AB.

Kopman's Choreography
SOMETHING NEW TO OFFER Now available: "SOFT' set of Mainstream, Plus,
Advance and Cl.
• 50 sequences per set
• Reduce your calling preparation
• Easy to read
Send check or money order to.
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919
Phone: (423) 691-1580

E-mail; s.kopman@luno.com
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• $50.00 per set
• Immediate delivery
• All requests confidential

_ MS _ PLUS A2 C1(NEW -SOFT'SET)
MS _ PLUS A2 C1(HARD SET)

Bev & Bob Casteel

ROUND DANCE

1540 Hull Lane
Knoxville, TN 37931
423-690-5498

PULSE POLL

ROUNDALAB
Classic List 1997-1998
Phase I/II
All Shook Up (Becker)
Dreams Come True (Cooksey)
Edelweiss (Kullman)
Feliz Navidad +2 (Tracy)
Fiddlestepper Polka (Brown)
If The Devil Danced (Wilhoit)
King of The Road +1
(MacDougaWCohen)
Maple Leaf Rag (Kern)
My Song (Coiling)
Sam's Song (Kammerer)
Phase HI
Axel F +2 (Mathewson)
Fasination +1 (Capro)
I'll Be The One (Jabour)
Non Dimenticar +1 (Rumble)
Sea Of Heart Break +1 (Wilhoit)
Phase IV
DeJaVu +1 (Eddins)
Manuela +1 (Rumble)
Night Train (Lawson)
Rainbow Connection (Childers)
Calendar Girl +2 (Rotscheid)
Phase V
And I Told You So +2 (Childers)
Let Me Show You How (Slater)
Sunflower +2 (Tonks)

Phase VI
Kiss Me Goodbye Rumba (Lawson)
Ramona (Kroh'
Someone Like You (Barton)•
Tango Caprissiso (Ward)
*Tie Vote
ROUNALAB
Rounds of the Quarter
4th Quarter 1997
Phase H
ROQ: Charmaine Two - TS
By Smarrell, Special Press
13' Runner Up: Goody Goody - TS
By Rumble, Collectibles COL 0108
2" Runner Up: Madelaine II - TS
By McGuire, Roper 147
Phase III
ROQ: Esta Rumba
By Barton, Special Press
P' Runner Up: A.T. & S. F.
By Slomcenski, Roper 312
2** Runner Up: Yellow Bird - R
By Klein, Collectables Col 3800
Phase IV
ROQ: Rio Tango - WCS
By Barton, Special Press
I"' Runner Up: How Little We
Know - FT/J
By Hurd, Special Press
2" Runner Up: Wall Street - QS
By Holm, Hocktor H-2744

A man rarely succeeds at anything unless he has fun doing it.
26
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Phase V
ROQ: Someday You'll Want Me - F
By Winter, Ranwood 847
1st Runner Up: Paso Corredo - F
By Rother, Roper 248
2nd Runner Up: Remember When - F
By Molitoris, Vernon 010,
Vernon 005/Decca 31882
Phase VI
ROQ: No Lady -WCS
By Broadwater, Special Press
lat Runner Up: Can't Take My
Eyes Off You - C
By Shibata, Special Press
KEY:
AFT
B
C
FT
J
M

American Fox-trot
Bolero
Cha Cha
Fbx-trot
Jive
Mambo

MX
PD
QS
R
S
SP
STS

2" Runner Up: Mr. Alladin - Q
By Easterday, Special Press
ROUNDALAB Classic ROQ
1st Quarter 1998
Maria (Wolcott) Phase II+1 TS
Pop Goes The Movies (Raye)
Phase 111+2 MX
White Sport Coat (Lefeavers)
Phase IV +1 Foxtrot
Send Her Roses (Palmquist)
Phase V+1 UPWZ

Mixed
Pass Doble
Quickstep
Rumba
Samba
Special Pressing
Slow Two Step

T Tango
TS Two Step
WZ Waltz
WCS West Coast Swing
*ROUNDLAB ROQ
Classic Rounds
of the Month

CUSTOM ENGRAVED BELT BUCKLES
Made of Heavy, Chrome-Plated Steel
Ideal for Gift or Presentation

V grirriA j.>

-LCC-f-C112.2., ),
(1,6. el:3

NI - 1 5/8" x

- SI 5.50

rt

:
_:7)
._)
:r4.• •

.vrrt
N2 - 2" x 3" - S17.50

03 - 2 3/4" x 3 3/4" - S19.50

Prices include shipping.
Available through many local Square Dance and Western stores:
or you may order directly from us.

WE ALSO MAKE CLUB, NAME AND FUN BADGES,
BARS AND DANGLES.
Dealer Inquiries Are Welcome
for additional information call or write

CAPITAL ENGRAVING COMPANY
3208 Keen Ave. N.E. • Salem, OR 97303
1-800-628-4985 (All 50 States & Canada), Phone or FAX (503) 371-1862
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ON THE RECORD
Recent square dance record releases with
commentary by /1

LHRIS PINKHA1VI
PO Box 1419
Hillsboro, NH 03244
(603) 464-5821
LABEL

TITLE

1
ARTIST

RMR 204
Old Fashioned Love
Jim Woolsey
I always enjoy RMR recordings - the 4/4 timing lends itself well to singing
call music. Sentimental lyrics and energetic music. Dedicate this one to
the one you love.
Hitchhike
BO 1399
King Caldwell
On the road music with varying instrumentals and neat riffs that are fun to
sing to. Nice closer for your dance.
RYL 231
I'll Fly Away
Tony Oxendine
Nice energetic music with a warm spiritual feel. If this music is waiting for
us on the other side, we (square dancers that is) could all go happily.
CK 129
Troubador
Jerry Junck
Nice dance opener with a tale to tell. Snare drum and stand up base provide the dance beat. As I prepare this review and listen to this tune I am
reminded of how much this activity has given me and how callers and cuers
can relate to this music. Busy, traveling about, calling, dancing, tired sometimes - but very happy and wouldn't trade this away for anything!
ESP 1020
I've Got A Funny Feeling
Elmer Sheffield
A quality recording with fun music and tongue-in-cheek lyrics. Way suitable for that energy spike in your dance when hootin' an' hollerin' are appropriately timed with the riffs.
SG 208
That Girl's Been Spyin' On Me
Tom Manning
Bluesy tune with a good discernable bass guitar and percussion beat
adapted from an excellent 1997 country tune. This one can be rowdy or
relaxing, how do you want to deliver it?
OR 39
Turn Around, I'll Be Following You
Jerry Thole
Relaxing tune with a Hank Williams Sr. feel to the music and lyrics. The
artist uses a star dance figure-always pleasant to dance to. Nice closer if
you're the type to finish your dance on a mellow note.
28
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Everthing's A Waltz
PR 1006
Remy Mann
This is a cheerful piece about the time and space warp we are all drawn
into when we fall in love. So true! This is automatic duet material as there
are background vocals cut into the instrumental side.
Honky lbnk Dancin' Machine J Saltel/D Nordbye
DJ 125
West Coast Rock-a-billy music. Good duet material for male callers. Not
rowdy but not a relaxer - useful for building to the energy peak of your dance.
All Of Me
Paul Moore
LH 1045
This is a two sided 33-1/3 RPM recording with a vocal sample at the end of
each side. "All Of Me" is/was a cute romantic tune. Callers will need to
adjust their high end as the music was taken from older recordings or try
singing through a small megaphone for some fun 1920's special effects.
The Thanksgiving Song
RB 3065
Don Williamson
This column is out after the holiday but I wanted to include this one anyway. It's a perfect tune for those dances near Thanksgiving Day. Kind of
an ode to good relationships, good food and religion. Definite mellow relaxer. This one belongs in everyone's "holiday/event" collection.

YAK

s

SUPERIOR SOUND
COLUMN SPEAKERS

A

DIRECTOR
JUNIOR
111 ,c

FOR A GREAT SOUND
YOU CAN
DEPEND ON!

DIRECTOR

HALF YAK

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER,
Call (860) 647-7530 FAX: (860) 870-4546
or write' YAK STACK P.O. Box 361. Tolland, CT 06084-0361

lmertcan Squaw tkince. De( ember 199 7

YAK STACK

RWH 207
Take This Job And Shove It
Tom Rudebock
Adapted from the 70's tune by country singer Johnny Paycheck. I guess
those of us with real jobs (I haven't had one in years, I'm self employed) feel
this way sometimes after a bad day at work or when someone in your beginners class wants to know when you're going to teach them Plus. Good
music. Callers must judge their dance audience prior to using this tune.
Hoedowns/Patter Recordings
This was a great month for hoedown recordings which come along too
far and few between and generally become pushed aside to make room for
the next batch of singing calls. In no order for preference they are (A) Good, Bad, Ugly - (B) Standing Room
MR 5015 A/B
(A) Adapted from the theme music from Clint Eastwood's spaghetti western. This piece is fun to call to and adapt choreo to once you've learned
how the riffs are placed.
(B)Two sided patter records can be a good value. No exception here, especially for callers who like boom-chucka hoedowns.
(A) Big Mae Boomerang - (B) Why
BM 101 5A/B
(A) Traditional sounding hoedown, but nicely contemporized. Snap your
fingers, tap your foot, and git t' dancin' pardners! Rolling five string banjo
provides the lead instrumentals.
(B) Why - this was the first question on my Philosophy 101 final exam in
college. Banjo, fiddle, and piano, they're all there. A little frantic sounding
at times but very usable.
FIB 3064
Smoky Mountain Dew
Mike Hoose
More boom-chucka fun. Active and cheery music with a harmonica lead.
HH 669
Pippi
Buddy Weaver
Traditional sound and feel ( i.e. Turkey In The Straw) but airier and smooth
with a rolling banjo, an echoed fiddle and piano providing the main
instrumentals.
DIM 110
Higher Power
Bronc Wise
An energetic hoedown with dobro and fiddle providing the instrumentals.
Great pick'em up!
Till next month... 16
Records reviewed are supplied by
Supreme Audio/Haniusrst's Ripe & Record Service 800-445-7398
Decision is a sharp knife that cuts clean and straight; indecision a dull one that hacks and tears and leaves ragged edges
behind it.
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ADvANcE
CHALLENGE

by

Ed Foote

RULES FOR ADVANCED DANCING
Many of the accepted practices of
Advanced dancing are not stated by
the definitions of the calls. The rules
listed here are vital for being a good
Advanced dancer. Weak Advanced
dancers do not follow these rules.
Most of these rules apply for Mainstream and Plus dancing too.
1. If you don't know the definition, you don't know the call. You
should be able to say the definition
to yourself in words for all the Advanced calls. If you ever get lost doing a call, being able to say the definition to yourself will often keep
you dancing.
2. Understand the definitions of
calls. Many people think they know
an Advanced call when in reality
they have merely memorized one position. You should be aware of the
fact that all the Advanced calls can
be done from various positions, and
make an effort to know these positions. Do not anticipate that if a
call is used, it will always be called
the same way. Be prepared to do
it by definition.
3. You are expected to be able to
do Mainstream and Plus calls from
a variety of positions. This requirement is part of Advanced dancing,
American Square Dance, December 1997

and various-position use of these
calls should be expected at every
Advanced dance. (General rule of
thumb is that 1/3 of an A-1 dance
should have Mainstream and Plus
calls used from a variety of positions, and 10% of an A-2 dance
should have these calls used this
way.) Mainstream and Plus are the
foundation programs of our activity - if you try to build Advanced on
a weak foundation, everything will
collapse. If you have difficulty with
Mainstream and Plus from various
positions, ask your caller to provide
practice with this or get tapes specifically designed to give this type
of practice.
4. Hands must be taken immediately after every call - within 1/2 second after the call ends. In addition,
elbows must be bent to keep the set
tight. This is especially important for
calls which involve stars, such as
Chain Reaction, Fractional Tops and
Motivate. Even though Advanced
dancers have heard the rule of taking hands, they often forget in the excitement of doing the calls, and this
forgetfulness results in needless
breakdowns. Don't forget! Hint: If
you have one hand joined, you
31

are an end; if you have two hands
joined, you are a center. (This hint
applies in standard formations,
but not always in some unusual
formations.)
5. Always achieve a position don't be a floater. Some Advanced
dancers drift around the set, holding back from the proper ending position or being 1/8 off. After a series
of calls, one or two floaters can

cause a set to break down. Be decisive, achieve a position. Do not expect to be pulled into place. If you
get lost and someone points to the
spot where you belong, move fast!
If you are constantly lost, go back
and learn the definitions.
Additional rules will be given
next month.
Best wishes for a most enjoyable
holiday season.

LEARN BY VIDEO
THE ORIGINAL

* GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
SQUARE DANCE TAPES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1-23)
BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (24-49)
MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE
PLUS TRAINING TAPE
SINGING CALL TAPE - MS & Plus

ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES
6.A - 1 PART A
7.A - I PART B
8.A - 1 DANCE TIPS
9.A - 2 PART I
10.A - 2 PART 2

ROUND DANCE TAPES
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

WALTZ BASICS
TWO-STEP BASICS - No. I
TWO-STEP BASICS - No. 2
EASY LEVEL ROUND (12 Two Step. 6 Waltz Routines)
PHASE III Waltz/Foxtrot
PHASE III Cha Cha/Rhumba
(z>
PHASE III Tango/Jive/2 Step
PHASE IV Waltz
Tapes now
PHASE IV Foxtrot
available in
PHASE IV Cha Cha/Rhumba
PHASE IV Jive/West Coast Swing
PAL for
PHASE IV Paso Doble/Quickstep
S39.95 ea.
Dancing Easy Level

DANCE BY DEFINITION
24 Plus

plus shipping

HOW TO ORDER
Send a check or money order (no cash

please) payable to
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
($3.50 for shipping, handling and insurance for each tape)
AMERICARCURRElaa
(Shipping and handling $12 each tape outside the U.S.A.
$5 each tape for Canada).

GOLD STAR VIDE()
PRODUCTIONS
P.O. BOX 1057
SISTERS, OR 97759
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-87-HINGE
JMMEDIATE DELIVERY
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A Shot
In The Arm
Hi Ed & Pat,
We were overjoyed to hear that
you have acquired American
Square Dance Magazine. As editors/
publishers of that magazine for 23
years (we sold it to Jon Sanborn in
1991), we have a keen interest in its
continued success, and we know it
will be rebuilt and flourish under
your management. We are also longtime subscribers to the Northeast
Square Dancer (ever since it was
The New England Caller, under
Charlie Baldwin's editorship), and
we've seen the way you have maintained a fine quality magazine over
the years.
Good luck with your publishing of
both magazines, which are the prin-

ciple communications sources in
square dancing, one for all the New
England states and the other for the
national and international markets.
Both are absolutely vital to a growthcentered exchange of information
and the perpetuation of an activity
we've been a part of for over 50
years.
Square dancing is due for a shot
in the arm, and you're now in the
position of "attending physicians."
Can an intravenous dose of printer's
ink revitalize an ailing"patient"? We
think so.
Sincerely,
Stan & Cathie Burdick
Silver Bay, NY

PRESENTS BM 189 You Don't Care What Happens To Me by Mac
BM 188 Am I Blue by Mac

h
Mac McCullar
San Luls
Obispo, CA

FLIP INSTRUMENTALS
BM 136 Walking The Floor
BM 187 Stepping Out
BM 145 Trail Of Lonesome Pine
BM 186 Little Coquette
BM 185 Sunshine
BM 146 New Lady Of Spain
BM 079 Fiddlin' Man
BM 156 Wait Till The Sun Shines
BM 097 Shanty Town
BM 121 Music Music Music
BM 127 Is It True What They Say About Dixie

PO Box 1448, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 Tel: 805-543-2827

Women will never be equal to men,
they have no wives to criticize them.
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a jOi4torp
of s)quare

A anting

By Ralph Page
Keene, New Hampshire

Presented with permission of
Sets In Order, The American Square Dance Society

Contra

kind of tune has been carried over
to the present day.
The only way we have of deterWhen one thinks of contra dances, mining which dances were the most
almost automatically jigs, reels and/ popular dances of the day is by notor hornpipe tunes come to mind. And, ing the number of times we find them
in old manuscripts and dance books.
in most cases this is correct.
The early tunes, until the late 1780s With this as a yardstick, we find that
or 1790s, were pretty much of English the dance most frequently described
origin, with a scattering of Irish and was "Fisher's Hornpipe" followed in
Scottish tunes for leavening.
order by "The Young Widow,"
The tunes might or might not be "Money Musk," "La Belle
called "jigs," "reels," or "hornpipes," Catherine," and "Constancy" On a
but the tempos were in 6/8 (jig), 2/4 "top ten" chart for the period from
(reel) or 4/4 (hornpipe). Few of them 1790 to 1810 these four would be folwere written especially for the dance lowed by "Lady Buckle's Whim,"
in question; most of the music came "The Orange Tree," "Boston Assemfirst, and if the tune proved popular bly," "Lady Bartlett's Whim," "Suca smart dancing master put some cessful Campaign," "Griffith's
figures to it and called the dance by Fancy," and, if one insisted on an
the same name as the tune. Many of even dozen, "The Hollow Drum," and
the tunes were "ballads," or what "Stoney Point" would complete the
nowadays would be called "folk list. Every one of them achieved
songs." They were the modern tunes wide distribution. Two of them of the day, and the habit of using that "Money Musk" and "Fisher's Horn34
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A Successful Campaign

pipe" have survived to the present
day - at least in name. A certain type
of traditionalist finds this difficult to
understand, but if he stays interested long enough, he remembers
that every dancing master in the
"good old days" changed the dances
to suit his fancy.
The first dance book published in
the U.S. was that of John Griffith "A Collection of the Newest and Most
Fashionable Country Dances and
Cotillions" which was printed in
Providence, Rhode Island in 1788.
Griffith's description of "Fisher's
Hornpipe" goes like this: "Cast off
back - up again - lead down the
middle - up again and cast off one
couple - hands cross at bottom, halfway - back again - right and left at
top." Translated into modern contra dance vernacular: "Down the
outside and back, down the center
and back and cast off one couple,
cross hands half round with couple
three and back again to place, right
and left with couple two." And how
is "Fisher's Hornpipe" danced today? "Down the outside and back,
down the center and back and cast
off one couple, six hands around, top
two couples right and left four."
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Willard Blanchard's manuscript "A
Collection of the Most Celebrated
Country Dances and Cotillions,"
Windsor, Vermont, 1809, has it like
this: "Cast off, tip, down the middle,
up and cast over (off) six hands go
once around, right and left at top."
An almost
identical
version is
"About one
found in
hundred
the Essex
years ago
(Massachusetts)
New England
manudancers bescript of
gan
stepping
the 1820s:
the dance to
"First
couple
24 measures
down outof music inside - back
stead of the
down the
middle usual 32."
back and
cast off swing six - right and left." In those
days they said "swing six" when they
meant to circle six hands around. As
late as 1858 in "The Ball Room
Guide" published in Laconia, New
Hampshire, another version could be
found - similar, but different:
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"First couple down outside, back,
down middle, back, cast off, swing
six hands half round, balance, swing
six to place, first couple down the
middle, back, cast off, right and left."
The Blanchard and Essex versions
were the ones that survived.
Let's take a look at the other survivor of the "1800 top twelve" "Money Musk." It seems that if any
contras were danced anywhere at all
across the country, one of them inevitably was "Money Musk." I have

half round, back, lead down the middle,
up, cast off, join- hands round with
third couple, back, right and left." A
far cry indeed from the modern-day
version. It is in the Otsego, New York
manuscript "Select Collection" 1808,
that we first find the figure as danced
today. "Turn your partner once and a
half round, lead down opposite sides
one couple, three first couple balance,
take right hands and turn your partner to the bottom yourself at top, balance, turn to places, right and left."

Stoney Point

tairerAiMiniiiEliMmillesnamosammitisszeussim

no answer for this; supply your own!
As danced today in New England it
goes like this: "Turn partner once
and a half around, go below one
couple, forward six and back, turn
partner three-quarters round and
forward six again, turn partner
three-quarters round to place, right
and left four." The earliest American description that I have seen is
the one in the Leominster, Massachusetts, manuscript 1799: "Four

About one hundred years ago New
England dancers began stepping the
dance to 24 measures of music instead
of the usual 32. We continue dancing
it this way today; try to convince us
that we are wrong! There seems to be
no halfway measures with "Money
Musk" - either you hate it or you love
it. Every fiddler has his own version
of the tune and some of them are far
removed from the original Scottish
tune.

TO OUR ADVERTISERS: For your help in composing and sending in ad copy, use our

Lay-Out Forms
For a supply of forms, write to us at this address:
American Square Dance Magazine, PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857-0777
PLEASE NOTE AD COPY DEADLINE ON PAGE 72.
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WE ASKED FOR IT,
WE HAVE IT,

NOW
WHAT ARE WE GOING
TO DO WITH IT.
Of course what we are talking
about is square dancing on national
TV The shows are being produced
and can be viewed on Satellite T-5,
transponder 7.
We need the cable companies to
pick this up so that it gets the widest distribution possible and promotes our activities.
We are asking dancers throughout the world to contact their cable
companies and let them know that
they would like to see this on their
cable programming.

The following information should
be included in the letter:
Network name - Las Vegas Television Network (LVTN)
Program name Danc-in' N' Branson
Time -1 hour program
Network Phone (702) 735-5886
Network FAX (702) 735-3694
Being broadcast on T-5, Transponder 7
Network Address:
LVTN
PO Box 72526
Las Vegas, NV 88170

G. Silver Sounds

I

Records

Don Brown

SSR-201 Livin' In Black and White — Don Brown

Season's (tjreetings From Silver Sounds
Silver Sounds Records, P.O. Box 229, Glastonbury, CT 06033 Phone: (860) 633-0370
MEMBER - Square and Round Dance Music Producers Association

Marriage resembles a pair of shears, so joined that they cannot
be separated; often moving in opposite directions, yet always
punishing anyone who comes between them.
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Now That You Have
The New Dancers.
How Do You Keep
Them?
Great! Your club has new dancers eager to learn how to square
dance. Club members worked
hard to attract these new dancers
and certainly deserve recognition
for a job well done. Now you can
sit back and relax.
Wrong! Your work is just beginning. A successful new dancer program doesn't just happen because you
introduce the new dancer to the caller.
A successful new dancer program
happens because club members continue working to keep those dancers
interested and excited. In fact, the
true test of success is if the new dancers are so excited, they bring their
friends into the activity the following
year. It's up to you to create that kind
of excitement or enthusiasm.
I know, that's easier said than
done. You can't order people to have
fun. You can't force people to stay
with the new dancer program. You
can't make them join the club and
you certainly can't coerce them into
bringing their friends into the activity. That's true, but there are things
you can do to make your new dancer
program the best it can be - a dynamic learning experience full of
fun, friendship and music.
One of the things we've allowed
to slip by the wayside is the simple
act of cheerfully and enthusiastically
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greeting everyone at the door with a
smile, a "glad you came" remark and
a warm "Yellow Rock." Take this one
step further by making sure members seek out the new dancers for
conversation between tips. This
simple act enhances your club's image of friendliness and makes the
new dancers feel more at ease.
Then, after the new dancer program
is over, everyone should get another
"Yellow Rock" and an "I'll see you
next week." Your new dancers will
appreciate the attention and will
look forward to the weekly new
dancer dances.
Clubs can also assign members to
each student or couple with the understanding that it's the member's responsibility to make personal contact
with the student outside of the new
dancer program setting. A telephone
call between new dancer program
nights to say hello, find out how the
new dancer is progressing or even to
set up a date to meet for coffee or
shopping. Again, it's a simple thing
to do but reaps so many rewards, particularly when we advertise and promote square dancing as a means of
making new friends. We should remember that it is always easier for
someone within a group to extend the
hand of friendship than it is for the
newcomer.
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If your club sends out a monthly
newsletter, devote a column or page
to the new dancer program. Review
the calls learned, highlight a few of
the new dancers, remind them about
the next new dancer program or special dance and include information
about square dancing that new dancers wouldn't know, such as the fun
of going on a banner raid. Then personalize the newsletter for each student with name and address. If a
student isn't at the new dancer program, then mail the newsletter. This
is one of the first steps toward making the new dancer think of your club
as his/her own.
By including new dancers in club
activities whenever possible - barbecues, pot lucks, theater nights, etc. -

you reinforce the concept of friendship and make the new dancers feel
as if they are an important element
of the club. Let's face it, new dancers are extremely important. They
are the future of the club and the activity. By the time graduation comes
along, new dancers should already be
fully integrated into your club. When
you hand them their club badge - and
if you aren't giving it to them free of
charge, think about doing so - it's icing on the cake. I should stress one
point here: make those invitations to
club activities with a personal call.
Don't just announce it at the new
dancer program or in the newsletter
because chances are, your new dancers won't come. Go the extra mile and
call to enthusiastically invite

BUILD CONFIDENCE • SHARPEN SKILLS • REINFORCE LESSONS

BASIC, MAINSTREAM and PLUS
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Brosacesi quality
video tapes. Filmed
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them to join in the activity.
Look for opportunities during the
new dancer program year to award
new dancers dangles that they can
hang on their new dancer badge and
then transfer over to their club
badge later. Opportunities to award
a dangle can vary and are limited
only by your imagination. Obviously,
once new dancer program level
dances start, you can award a
dangle for traveling. In many areas
around the country, a square or two
of new dancers and club members
attending a new dancer program
level dance counts as an official ban-

Eagle Records
"Music Made For Dacncing"

to

Dick
Ducichman

Ellen
Brunner

Jerry
Seeman

SusanElaine
Packer

11!
Robert
Ferguson

A
Steve
Brown

Eagle Productions
(Eagle A Golden Eagle)
Scott A. English, Studio Engineer
Deb Peel-Barrand, Production Manager
301 Fieldcrest Drive
Angola, IN 16703-1317
Phone/Fax: (219) 665-5095
New Releases on Eagle & Golden Eagle
EAG-3006 - I Can See Clearly Now by Ellen
EAG-0032 - Ebony Eyes by Ellen
EAG-3403 - I Love You Honey by SusanElaine
EAG-3501 - Chantilly Lace by Steve
GE-0032 - Ebony Eyes by Ellen
GE-0033 - C'est La Vie
by Guest Artist Ken Bower
GE-0031 - My Littel Girl by Dick
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ner raid. You can make the reasons
for the dangle award as silly or as
serious as you want. The important
concept here is getting the new dancers involved on a more personal
level. And when they do achieve a
dangle, award it with fanfare and
lots of clapping.
The objective of a club's havingnew
dancer programs each year is to perpetuate the square dance experience
and to ensure the longevity of the club.
By applyingthese ideas (none of which
are new) diligently, we can reverse the
current decline in the activity that
brings us so much pleasure. Remember, enthusiasm is the key in everything we do. It is contagious. People
are drawn to enthusiasm like moths
to a flame. Where there is enthusiasm you'll usually find laughter and
people having fun. And that, my
friends, is the true value of square
dancing. It's what keeps us in the activity and draws others into it as well.
Nita Barrabee
Publicity Chairman
CT Assoc of Sq Dn Clubs

Check your mailing label for your
subscription expiration date.

If: EXP DATE JAN 98
appears in the upper left-hand corner,

Now is the time to

RENEW YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION!
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FUTURE DATES
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As's emneat
by Ken Ritucci

Parallel Views
Many people in this country hate change the face
the idea of "big government." We and the problems will go away. If it
don't like the idea of being told what were only that simple.
Square Dancing is no different
to do. It is against human nature to
"just stand there and take it."
than government. We are faced with
problems
Each
which, dependelection
ing on who you
year, it
But, Just like government,
ask, are growseems as if
ing rapidly. Our
fewer and
our leaders have their opinfewer votorganizations,
ions also.
be it local, reers come
gional, or naout to extional,
are
ercise
their right to vote. We get turned off faced with challenges every day. Unby the hollow promises of our elected like government, our leaders don't
officials. We have all heard the same get paid for their efforts. We give of
story many times before.
ourselves, time, money and effort to
Ever notice when someone new help an activity which we love so
is running for a particular office, dearly.
they always say something like "Now
But, just like government, our
is the time to rebuild, we cannot con- leaders have their opinions also.
tinue as we are." Funny, but every 2 And, of course we all don't agree on
or 4 years we hear the same thing. everything. But let's not fool ourEven if new people are elected, each selves. Leadership in square danccampaign it's always the same story. ing also has its problems. Just like
The previous administration is not government, many of our leaders
doing the job. Someone always has have been in positions of power far
the "right" answer to solving all the too long. Some bask in the glory of
problems.
the "power surge" that seems to go
Another big phrase we commonly along with the position. Others simhear is "It is time for new leader- ply have the time on their hands and
ship." Ah yes, new leadership. Just like to contribute.
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spouting the same rhetoric that we
have all heard before.
Lets face it, we can blame the ills
of our activity on the programs, the
callers, cuers, the dancers, the
clubs, the fact that society has
changed in the past 25 years
Effective leaders are
and that we need to change
not satisfied once they
with the times. If you did blame
any or all of the above menhave gained the title.
tioned, you're probably right.
Problems won't be solved
without the proper leadership.
When leaders fail, more often it is a Our activity, just like government, is
result of a character flaw than lack lacking some real leadership. Now,
of competence. (Are you listening I know that might come as a big
shock to some of you, we all know of
Mr. President?)
Effective leaders are not satisfied many people who have given literonce they have gained the title. It is ally their life to our beloved activity,
said that the job of a politician once and this is not to say that their efelected is to get re-elected. With all forts are not without merit, but dethe problems facing our activity, spite all of this, we have a leadermaybe it's time for some of our lead- ship problem.
ers to turn the spot lights off their
Just like government, many of
faces and walk away from the mir- the leaders in this activity are
ror they have been staring in for the afraid to really take a stance on
longest time and get back to actu- anything. We play the dangerous
ally doing something instead of role of "fence walker", making

But what is true leadership?
Leadership is both something you
are and somethingyou do. Effective
leadership starts with character.

WESTERN SQUARES DANCE RANCH
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
Club Dances & Workshops Every Week Night
Specials Featuring Top National Callers
Wood Floor — Air Conditioned — Apparel Shop

Resident Caller: Andy Petrere
Circle D Recording Artist

Andy & Algie Petrere

For information. Write or Call 6451 Oak Cluster Dr.. Greenwell Springs, LA 70739, Phone (504) 261-6143
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sure we don't offend anyone. We
need to be everyone's friend while
at the same time making sure we
are on every committee, sub committee and attend all the meetings
just for the sake of appearance.
This does not ensure we are effective at all. It just personally fulfills
our personal agenda.
Leadership is what enables an
activity/organization to bridge the
chasm between where it is and
where it should be. Does anyone
know where we should be? Don't
ask, because if you do, you will get
many more answers which will ultimately confuse you.
There is a great deal of talk going on in our activity, but very little
communication. We communicate
only when people listen. And unless
we have followers, we are not leaders. There is too much dissent in our
activity right now. And it will surely
grow in the months ahead.
Leadership is not a science, but
rather an art. Our activity does have
some true leaders, but they are few
and far between. It is unfortunate,
but many times their voices cannot
be heard over the throngs of "so
called leaders" who make sure that
if you don't play by the rules, your
voice will not be heard. Square

4
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Dancing has lost some truly great
leaders. No, they have not passed
away, they have realized that swimming against the tide tires their
arms, and ultimately, it's not worth
the price.
This is no different than government. Some of our best leaders have
chosen not to run for office. These
indiviudals are true leaders, people
who get things done without worrying about their personal resumes.
We never hear that much about them
because the system does not allow
for it. We all say that the activity
needs "new blood." Bet you couldn't
find anyone to disagree with that,
but just like the politicians, new
blood would be fine but make sure it
doesn't cross my turf.
Perhaps someday we can truly
have a better political system
within our activity, but that would
take throwing all the egos into the
ocean. Then again, that's not fair
to the poor fish who have to reside
there. I mean, why subject them
to that?
In conclusion, leaders do not usually know, through intuition, what
direction people need to be led. Most
effective leaders pick up cues from
their people's needs.
Funny, is anyone listening?

oe"
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PAIMPOlogf
RECORDS
The Best Kept Secret in
Square Dance Music

Mark & BJ Clausing
General Managers

Al & Donna Horn
Owner/Producers

9eliseezieceir, ern Staii

(211,0,eviteize:,

Music by
Mountain Men
Mark Causing Cindy Whitaker Len Dougherty
Vern Weese
(513) 858-6340 (217) 2247493 (412) 654-3050 (818) 831-9936

New Release*

MR-116 HILLBILLY FEVER by K. Hohnhott
Recent Hit*
MR-122 XMAS COUNTRY STYLE by Len Dougherty
MR-117 LET YOUR LOVE FLOW by Mark Causing
MR-126 CHASE EACH OTHER ROUND THE ROOM TONIGHT MR-118 VOLCANO by Cindy Whitaker
by K Hohnholt
MR-5013 HECTOR & HOLLY/TUPELO (hoedown)
MR-127 YOUR EYES by D. Fisher
MR-5015 SALOON HASH (flip hoedown)
MR-128 WHAT THE CAJUN PEOPLE SAY by Mark Clausing
by Cindy Whitaker
MR-5015 STANDING/GOOD. BAD & UGLY (hoedown)
Le° .41"
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1.=

OeSert
Recordings
Music by
Desert Sands
Kent Nyman
(801) 752-2088

New Release*

Wayne Crawford
(801) 596-7199

Prairie Hits

DR-70 I FEU. IN LOVE AGAIN LAST NIGHT by G Wheatley
DR-78 COUNTRY SIDE by T. Ray
DR-79 I FEEL THE COUNTRY CALLING ME by Kent Nyman
DR-80 ANOTHER SATURDAY NIGHT by Wayne Crawford

Wes Dyer
(502) 933-2040
Kinny Jarvis
(502) 955-8341

PR-1002 TRAVELING SHOES by R Mann
PR-1006 EVERYTHING'S A WALTZ by R Mann
PR-1140 BLAZE Of GLORY by AI Horn
PR-1154 HOME ALONG THE HPNAY by J Scott

Recent Hit*
OR-71 BOBBY MCGEE by Wayne Crawford
DR-9008 ALL FIDDLE/COTO (hoedown)
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Music by
Ocean Waves

New Release*

Gary Bible
1512) 836-0223

Bob Householter
(913) 483-3861

OR-39 TURN AROUND I'LL BE FOLLOWING YOU by J Thole
OR-61 BEE BOP-A-LULA by Bruce Jackson
OR-62 MAKES NO DIFFERENCE NOW by J. Thole
OR-3006 CAJUN HOEDOWN/PAINFUL BEAT (hoedown)
OR-3007 MS THE BEAT STUPID/AMY (hoedown)

Recent Hill
OR-57 A WHITE SPORT COAT by Gary Bible
OR-3005 A FOR TEXAS/I3 ROSES (hoedown)

Dick Neumann
(619) 265-7268

Bruce Jackson.
(714) 633-8185
Guest Artist

Ute Hit*
UR-34 REACH OUT & TOUCH A HAND
by Wayne Crawford
UR-35 MEET ME IN MONTANA by Kent Nyman

PMDOU RECORDINGS, Al/Donna Horn, 4270 W 1250 S.. Ogden UT 84404 (801) 731-7222
Mark/B..1 Clausing, 1623 Hunter Road, Fairfield, OH 45014 (513) 858-6340 FAX (513) 858-6339
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BILL AND BOBBIE DAVIS

Once again we enter the time of
the year generally labeled as the
season of giving. In reality, most
of us probably spend much of our
thought on what we want to RECEIVE. Unfortunately, we tend to
treat square dancing the same
way: asking square dancing to do
for us, and seldom thinking about
what we can do in return. That
is, we want large, friendly, wellrun clubs; we want exciting and
entertaining festivals and conventions; we want strong new
classes to perpetuate our beloved
activity; we want fun, friends,
and frolic, preferably at a minimum expense to ourselves.
The question is: What can we give
back to square dancing? Without a
doubt, the most priceless thing we
can give is the gift of time. We can
commit time to serve as officers of
our clubs, be on standing or special
committees, or be class angels. For
more short-term commitments, we
can help with weekly hall set-up and
clean-up. Take a few minutes to call
former members and invite them
back. Take class flyers to work
places or other social groups. Talk
46

to people about the wonders of
square dancing. Tell friends about
classes, and offer to pick them up
and go with them to the class. Be
sure to welcome all visitors to our
clubs. Don't just assume that the
Hospitality Chairman is the only
one who needs to be overly friendly
to strangers.
We can also give some time to our
associations — both caller and
dancer. These organizations are
usually the groups that make it possible for us to have special dances
such as three-day festivals and state
conventions. Many of them arrange
for group insurance to cover square
dance related injuries or damages
as well as theft of equipment. These
groups often set policy for the operation of square dance programs
ranging from the smallest local environs all the way to world-wide programs. Each of these associations
needs and deserves the time and
thought of our best people - not
just people who have nothing better to do and are looking for some
venue to satisfy their own agenda.
Dancer associations need bright,
conscientious delegates, officers,
American Square Dance, December 1997

and committee volunteers who will
study all sides of an issue and follow
through on responsibilities. The
same thing is true for callers associations from the smallest local group
through CALLERLAB and ACA.
We also need to give more time to
actively promoting square dancing.
Aside from talking to close friends
and taking them to classes, we can
try a more generalized approach.
Take time to post flyers at work,
church, clubs, community centers,
grocery stores, apartment laundry
rooms, etc. If you belong to a company or group that has an annual
party, encourage a western-theme
party that includes square dancing.
Volunteer to help organize the event.
Many callers are willing to do these
one-time teaching parties. Just remember that the better callers are
typically also busier and need more
advanced scheduling.
Callers, while often busy with fulltime jobs in addition to calling, can
also contribute more quality time to
Square Dancing. Our best callers
should be doing one-night-stand
party dances. They should also be
doing beginner classes and hoedowns. All callers should be in regular attendance at meetings of their
local associations as well as
CALLERLAB and/or ACA. Most importantly they should read all reports that come out of these groups
and actively participate in trying to
find answers to any problems
raised. The more input any group
has, the clearer will be the image the
American Square Dance. December /997

"JOHN'S NOTES

II

Montly Note Service
For The Caller Who Cares is
by
Ili John & Linda Saunders dlildh
Accredited Caller Coaches
Choreo Basic - C-1, Singing Call Review. Contras,
lines. Partners Review and Much. Much More
34 YEARS of calling experience to share. Dont
delay
New for the busy caller. Try our monthly note
service on tapes.
Write for FREE SAMPLE TODAY
101 Cedar Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169
Telephone, 904-428-1496; E-mail: johnnysa@aol.com

group has of the "big picture".
Any caller looking for a more direct way to contribute (and gain instant gratification) can volunteer to
organize and run a dance program
through your local schools. An even
better approach might be to organize a program through your community recreation center. Kids often love doing things at the community center even when they think the
same activity is terrible at school.
The important thing to remember is
that these should be ongoing programs for the future of square dancing, not just an easy way to form
another club to add to your roster.
We realize that these suggestions
have only scratched the surface of
what can be done to benefit and perpetuate our favorite recreation. If
you have other ideas or are actually
involved in other methods of serving and promoting square dancing,
write to us or to this magazine so
we can pass the information on to
others. That will be one more gift of
time you can give to the future of
square dancing. 16
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passion (a word used by CALLERLAB Chairman Jerry Junck) shown
and the commitment displayed by
the callers was something that has
not been so obvious at the regular
conventions.
We know square dancingnumbers
have declined dramatically over the
past several years and many proposals have come forth in an effort to
help stem this decline. There was
much discussion over the current
thinking to
CALLERLAB
possibly reMiniLab
duce the numPortland, Maine
ber of calls
new dancers
The first ever in the U.S.A. must learn
CALLERLAB MiniLab was held in and how long
Portland, Maine this past Septem- they will be
George White
ber. By all standards known to us, it learning bewas a resounding success.
fore they bePrior to the start of the MiniLab, a gin attending "regular" dances or
dance was held Saturday night giv- dances designed for new dancers.
ing the area dancers an opportunity We can tell you that there is no clear
to hear Gerry Junck, Jon .Jones and direction that came from this conGeorge White.
vention. Many agree that something
To many, New England is regarded has to be done but how to do it withas small in area but you could not tell out effecting current club dances is
that to the 101 callers, many with the problem. It just might be that
their partners. who attended. The we'll have to consider two parallel
concepts, one that targets
the new dancers and what
•
'T
we
must do to retain them
jje 'e
once we get them, and two,
the dance program for existing clubs.
The traveling callers in
attendance stated more
than once that all callers
A snapshot of some of the dancers Saturday night.
must do their homework.

"See The Light"
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They must learn to call good dances
using the Basic and Mainstream
calls.

AWARDS
At Monday evening's banquet,
awards were presented to many
CALLERLAB
member callers in recognition of their
dedication and
commitment to
square dancing.
The
awards presented were
Half Century
CALLERLAB
Certificates,
Chairman
callers who
Jerry Junck
have been calling for 50 or more years, Quarter
Century Certificates were awarded
to callers calling for 25 or more years

presented by Jerry Junck and assisted by Jon Jones were:
Half Century- Gloria Rios Roth,
Clementsport, Nova Scotia
Quarter Century- Tom (Mary)
Rinker - 37 years, Mal "Yikes"
(Bernie) Cameron - 36 years, Jerry
(Evelyn) LeBlanc - 34 years, Sonja
(John) Mogel - 33 years, Charlie
(Paula) Trapp - 29 years, Jim
(Patricia) Belanger - 27 years, Bob
(Joan) Gaunt -27 years, Ben (Cathy)
McGilvery - 27 years, Paul (Marion)
King - 25 years and Ginny (George)
Reaske - 25 years.
The Small World Award was
presented to Horst (Renate) Mulzer
from Hamburg, Germany.

Jim Mayo's
Address

In his address, we believe you'll
find many interesting comments.
Here is what the first CALLERLAB
Chairman had to say to those in
attendance that envening.
"I am pleased to be invited to
speak to you. As Jon (Jones)
-It mentioned, I was elected the first
Chairman of the CALLERLAB
BOG (Board of Governors). My
association with CALLERLAB began even before that - at the second meeting of the founders in
1971. 1 am also the only one reHorst & Renate Mulzer and Jerry
maining on the Board who has
and The Small World Award, which been there since the beginning.
An anecdote from that very first
was presented to callers from outside continental North America and meeting still lives in my memory as
Hawaii who attend a CALLERLAB one of the clearest illustrations of
what CALLERLAB is. At that time
convention for the first time.
Those receiving the awards as the call Trade By had been in
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use for only a couple of years. It had
grown out of the earlier call Barge
Thru which was a combination of
Half Square Thru and Trade By.
Marshall Flippo loved Barge Thru
and continued to use it even though
most callers
had given it
up. Frank
Lane didn't
like the call
Star Thru
which had
been created
a few years
earlier and he
continued to
use the name
Jim Mayo
Snaparoo for
the action of Star Thru. At this meeting in 1971 Marshall asked Frank
when he was going to give up that
foolishness. Frank responded, a bit
sharply, that he would give up
Snaparoo just as soon as Marshall
quit calling Barge Thru. Flippo's response was "Deal!" and both of them
lived up to the agreement for ever
after.
From my long range perspective
it is perhaps interesting and informative to look back and consider
what we are and bow far we have
come. At the very first CALLERLAB
Convention in 1974 there were about
the same number of callers present
as we have here. 110 had been invited and 105 came. There were
some interesting differences. The
largest age group was those 46 - 50
years old. The next largest was
those aged 41- 45. The youngest was
50

19 and the oldest caller present was
then 66. In those days we referred
to partners as wives and there were
60 of them present.
The founding group of 25 callers
- those who met before the first convention and would become the first
Board of Governors - had identified
15 statements as the mission of the
new organization. The first five
were:
1. Let's put the dance back into
square dancing,
2. An accepted form of standardization is vital to the continuance and growth of this activity,
3. Caller/teacher leadership
training is the responsibility of
the callers and teachers,
4. Professional standards for
callers and teachers need to
be established,
5. Today's square dancing is due
for a reappraisal.
As we stood around the lobby on
the first morning we all felt several
emotions:
First, was respect. Nearly everyone there was - to me, certainly, and
to most of the others - a superstar.
Most were callers who traveled and
were known to thousands of dancers all over the US. A few, like me,
were local club callers who, for a
variety of reasons, were known by
the superstars.
The second very clear feelingwas
uncertainty. This grew out of the fact
that most of these callers were very
independent. They ran their own
business and were not very comfortAmerican Square Dance. December 1997

able with the thought that someone vived for nearly a quarter century
might start to tell them what they and has made major improvements
in the quality of caller training.
could and could not do.
In spite of that concern, they all
Perhaps the most important outrecognized that there were problems come from that first convention was
facing square dancing. It was that the discovery that we all cared
recognition
that
had
"One of the issues that generated the
brought them most heat was a question of styling together. They
came to see should the hand hold in ocean waves be
whether, col- up or down."
lectively, they
could do something to make square deeply about the future of square
dancing better and solve the prob- dancing. We left St. Louis with the
lems we were facing. Something hope that we could work together
without sacrificing our indepenthey knew they could not do alone.
One of the exciting aspects of that dence. We came away feeling that
convention was that the real work collectively we were much more
was done in the lobby of the hotel. powerful than we could ever be indiOne of the issues that generated the vidually. We also came away with a
most heat was a question of styling- plan for action.
should the hand hold in ocean waves
At the first Convention we didn't
be up or down. At two in the morn- have a Chairman - I was elected at
ing Jack Lasry, Al Brundage, Earl the end of that Convention to serve
Johnston, Jon Jones and many oth- through the next year. In my files
ers of equal stature were squared up I found some notes for the Banquet
trying out various ways of holding speech I gave at the 1975 Conveneach other - while turning in swing tion. We had been calling ourselves
thru and spin the top. I have been "Professional" and some were
excited to find that same kind of in- wondering whether that was justitensity and concern here in Portland. fied. Some folks think that, if you
When the Convention was over charge for your services, that
much had been accomplished. A makes you a professional. Others
committee had been established that thought we were puffing ourwould, in the next year, identify a selves up - that calling might
Mainstream dance program. It more properly be referred to as
would become accepted and used a trade or a craft.
successfully around the world. AnClarence Darrow once was asked
other committee was established to by a client of his how she could show
develop a standard curriculum for her appreciation for his help. His
caller training. This, too, has sur- response was: "my dear woman,
American Square Dance, December 1997
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ever since the Phoenicians invented make square dancing as good as it
money there has been only one an- can be.
swer to that question."
None of us teaches all the dancI'm not sure I want calling to be ers we call to. We train each other's
put in the same category as some of customers and we depend on each
the services that
other for the
people charge for.
future. Here
There must be
in Maine it is
some other distincwell undertion. I suggest that
stood that the
the difference berising tide lifts
tween a profesall the boats.
sional and a wage
We also know
earner is RESPONthat the ebb
SIBILITY. That retide can leave
sponsibility comes
all the boats
in three parts.
on the beach.
First, is to the
Perhaps
Everett Mackin
customer. We owe
here
by the
MiniLab Coordinator
them the best that
ocean I can
we can give - every time.
share with you a bit of oriental wisSecond, we have a responsibility dom that I found. In organizations
to the field - in our case that respon- there are three kinds of people.
sibility is to square dancing. At the They are like boats. There are
very least we should strive to do it rowboats that need to be pushed
no harm.
along. There are sailboats that
Finally, we are responsible to our move in the right direction only
fellow professionals. We should as- when there is a favorable wind and
sure that our actions do not reflect then there are power boats. They
poorly on other callers. The reputa- move continuously through calm or
tion of all of us is affected by the per- storm. They are usually masters
formance of each of us.
of themselves, their surroundings
In a professional field the special- and their fate.
ized knowledge and training that the
Square dancing is certainly facpro's receive prevents the customer ing bigger problems now then we
from easily evaluating their perfor- were in the 1970's. CALLERLAB's
mance. It's difficult for the patient early work did much to slow the imto tell which doctor is the best. So pact of the problems we were facing
also with teachers and lawyers. then. We did not, however, solve
Only ethical responsibility on the them all. We didn't even identify
part of callers will maintain stan- some that have finally come back to
dards and assure that we try to bite us. One of the important rea52
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sons to be here is to contribute to
Only you can decide whether you
the solutions that will carry square will be a rowboat, a sailboat or a
dancing into the next Millennium.
power boat. We need power boats
One of the most important les- to churn through the choppy seas
sons that I have learned in
my association with
CALLERLAB is the wisdom
of group process. If good
communication paths are
available and the minds are
open to new ideas, a group
can discover better solutions than even the most
brilliant individuals. We
have gathered here to work
together to make square
dancing better. We have
proposals produced by a
Ed Rutty and Dave "Hash" Hass from Connecticut
committee of many callers
working hard for a year.
These MAY be the best course for us that we are facing. We must also be
to follow into the future. But there careful as we churn ahead to be sure
may also be ways that these propos- that we don't run down the canoes
als can be improved. The best that and sailboats that share our harbor.
we can do is to
Square dancing is a
hear what we
unique recreation. It is
each have to
one of the few activities
say and to be
that can allow couples
open to new
to make friends and enideas. If we do
gage in healthy exercise
that, we may
for mind and body at
be able to plan
any level of involvement
the best soluthat they wish. We modtions to the
ern square dance callproblems we
ers have carved out a
face. Even if
small part of that "level
we do find the
of involvement" pie. We
Jon Jones from Texas
best solutions
serve only those custoday,
for
tomers willing to be inthere may still be problems we have volved in the first year at least 60
not identified that will rise up and evenings and then willing to tolerbite us in the future.
ate a high level of frustration
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for another year or two.
I would like to see us expand that
market. I would love to find callers
who believe that square dancing can
be fun with 50 calls (or even less.)
They would have to be willing to
learn a new range of skills and they
would have to put aside their own
interest in "challenging" choreography. They would have to believe that
dancing can be fun without always
stretching the dancers to the edge
of their ability. They would have to
remember that the most valuable
aspect of square dancing is the
friends we make. Friendships that
last a lifetime.
With a core of callers like that we
could replace the base of the pyra-

mid that we destroyed over the last
quarter century. We have made
square dancing a very demanding
activity. We say we can teach it in
one season but we all know better. I
can teach new dancers to dance reasonably comfortably to me at my club
in one season - because I can control
what I call to them. Those same new
dancers will not be successful at your
club - or even at my club with you
calling - no matter how good a caller
you are. If we are to rebuild the cadre
of first-year-dancer, enthusiastic recruiters that once filled our classes,
we must make square dancing easier
and more fun.
Only you can make that happen."

The Colleges Are Corning!
_
MEHIBEEIMEIHE
MEMEgs MBES

$300
for
6 issues

List your Caller College
and Save $$$
This is the ad size
you get. There's plenty
of room for all the
information you
want to share.

Send your copy and
prepayment now

Begins
in
January

Mail today to ASD, PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857
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HAT

HI

DANCE
RECORDS

A Nor:
Enka
Johannson

KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI-HAT &
BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS

Deborah
Parnell

BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS
HH 5211 - "Cheyenne" by Tom Perry
HH 5210 - "Let's Twist Again" by Tom Miller
HH 5209 - "She Works Hard For The Money" by Kip
ELK 040 - "Can You Hear Those Pioneers" (Sing-a-long)
by Hi-Hat Pioneers

Bobby
Leparcf

Tom
Miller

RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS
HH 5208 - "This Piece of Wood" by Ernie

HH 5207 - "Blue" by Deborah
Kip
Garvey

HH 5206 - "Ghost Riders In The Sky" by Buddy
HH 5206C - "Ghose Riders In The Sky" w/Harmony by Ernie
ELK 039 - "Vaya con Dios" (Sing-a-long) by Hi-Hat Pioneers

You may order the HI-HAT PIONEERS cowboy tapes from the producer.

BLUE

Jason
Dean

Earl
West

RIBBON RECORDS

Bill
Stone

David
Murray

Dave
Parker

Jerry
Biggerstatf

BRAND NEW ON BLUE RIBBON & DJ
BR 296 - "Tie Your Dream To Mine" by Jerry Biggerstaff
DJ 125 - "Husky Tank Dancin' Machine" by Dan & Joe
BR 1022 - "You Belong To My [lean" (Round) by Bob & Linda Berk_

RECENT BEST SELLERS ON BLUE RIBBON & DJ
Bill
Donahue

BR 295 - "Old Bones- by Bill Donahue
BR 1021 - "Colors Of The Wind" (Round) by Bob & Linda Berke
CH 124 - "Put On A Happy Face" by Joe
BR 294 - "Piano Roll Blues" by Bill Stone

Jerry
Gulledge

PRODUCER: ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES - 3925 N. TOLLHOUSE RD.. FRESNO CA 93726-7437.
PHONE: (209) 227-2764 FAX: (209) 224-1463
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Country
Ilitchen
By Lads? Harrop
It's time again to start baking
holiday cookies. I like to mix up a
few batches of cookie dough and
freeze them. When it's time to
bake the cookies, just thaw out the
dough and you're ready to start
baking. Here are a few of my favorites to add to your collection.
I hope you enjoy them!

1 Tbsp. milk
1 tsp. vanilla
Legg
1 1/4 Cups flour
3/4 tsp. baking soda
1/2 tsp. baking powder
1/4 tsp. salt
Heat oven to 375° . Cream
Crisco'?, peanut butter, sugar,
brown sugar, milk and vanilla in a
Chocolate Dipped Macaroons
large bowl on medium speed of elec2 2/3 Cups firmly packed coconut
tric mixer until well blended. Beat
2/3 Cup sugar
in eggs. Combine flour, baking soda,
1/4 Cup flour
baking powder and salt. Mix into
4 egg whites, unbeaten
creamed mixture. Drop by rounded
1 Cup sliced almonds
Tbsp. of dough 2" apart onto
1 tsp. vanilla
ungreased cookie sheet. Flaten in
1 tsp. almond extract
crisscross
pattern with fork dipped
8 oz. milk chocolate chips
in flour. Bake for 8-10 minutes, cool
Heat oven to 325°. Combine co2 minutes on baking sheet, then reconut, sugar, and flour. Stir in egg
move to cooling rack. Makes 2 dozen
whites, almonds, vanilla and almond
2 1/2" cookies.
extract. Form into balls by the
rounded Tbsp. Bake 20-25 minutes.
Sweedish Cakes
Remove from cookie sheet while still 1/2 Cup butter
hot. When cool, dip in melted choco- 1/4 Cup sugar
late and set on waxed paper. Makes 1 egg yolk, slightly beaten
about 30 macaroons.
1 Cup flour
1 egg white, unbeaten
Peanut Butter Cookies
3/4 Cup chopped nuts
1t2 Cup Butter Flavor Crisco®
Jelly or Jam for filling (strawberry
1 Cup creamy peanut butter
or raspberry are very good)
1/2 Cup sugar
Cream butter and add sugar
3/4 Cup firmly packed brown sugar
gradually. Cream until light. Add
56
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egg yolk, mix throughly and blend
in flour. Form into 1" balls; dip in
egg whites then roll in nuts. Place
on a greased cookie sheet and press
fairly flat. Bake in a 300° oven for 5
minutes. Remove from oven and add
jelly to centers.
Chocolate Fudge Cookies
2 Cups sugar
1 1/2 Tbsp. powdered milk
6 Tbsp. cocoa powder
1/2 Cup cold water
4 oz. margarine
3 Cups quick oats
1 tsp. vanilla
Dash of salt
Place sugar, powderd milk, cocoa
powder, cold water and margarine
in a saucepan and boil hard for 1 1/2
minutes. Stir, let cool for 5 minutes.
Add the oats, vanilla and salt. Drop
by tablespoons onto waxed paper
and cool.

aLtigo
rossing

Butter Balls
1 Cup soft butter
1/2 Cup confectioners sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
2 1/4 Cups flour
1/4 tsp. salt
1/4 Cup finely chopped walnuts
Heat oven to 400° . Mix butter,
sugar and vanilla. Work in flour, salt
and nuts until dough holds together.
Shape into 1" balls. Bake on an
ungreased baking sheet 10-12 minutes or until set but not brown.
While still warm, roll in confectioners sugar. Cool, roll in sugar again.
Makes about 4 Dozen.
Note: If you have a special recipe
that you would like to share,
please send it along with your
name and address. We will print
your recipe.

Catalog
Services
"Square Dancers serving Square Dancers"

We welcome mail orders and ship worldwide.
Call for a free copy of our extensive catalog.
407 Main

St.

Laurel, MD 20707-4115

800-498-2111
email: calyco@erols.com

DON'T THROW OUT THAT OLD "ASD" MAGAZINE.
A doctor's or dentist's office - the barber shop or hairdresser - good places to catch
the public eye - let them see the fun they're missing.
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THE COUNTRY LINE by jinn and jean cbolmcndeley
hus starts a new era in the life of American Square Dance Magazine. We

wish the best to the new owners and editors, Ed and Pat Juaire.
T This
is the month that we all think of the Holidays. The Holiday season is in

the air and more and more of us are wondering what to buy the loved one for
Christmas or Hanukkah. Here is a suggestion, subscribe or renew your subscription to American Square Dance Magazine.
This months dance is a nice easy one which can be taught in a short time, it
has an appropriate name for the season "Party Time". Enjoy and we are looking forward to seeing you next year.

Holland America Line
A

TRADIT:0 \

OF EXCELLENt
present

Dance South from ALASKA
with

Ken & Dee Bower and Jerry & Sherry Haag

7 Day Glacier Discovery Cruise * ms Ryndam
August 23 - August 30, 1998
Ports of Call
Seward
Valdez
St. Elias Nat'I Park
Sitka
Juneau
Ketchikan
Inside Passage
Vancouver

Live your dream aboard the five-star fleet to see eagles
descend from the sky, watch in awe as glaciers crackle
and icebergs emerge. Attentive service including all
meals, midnight buffet, special entertainment, square
dancing and your private cocktail reception.
Optional 3-night Post-Cruise package with staff
includes Vancouver, Buchart Gardens, Victoria and
on to Seattle.

Plan early for best price - Discount airfares available.
For brochures and more information, contact:

Capitol Tours & Travel
121 E. 18th Street
Cheyenne, WY 82003-1305
(307) 632-7878 or (800) 247-7148

Ken & Dee Bower (909) 658-0664
Jerry & Sherry Haag
(956) 787-5013 or (307) 632-2749

The Real Secret of Happiness is not what you give or what you receive it's what you SHARE.
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PARTY TIME
By Gale Stone - International Falls, MN
Description: 4 Wall Line Dance
Count/Steps: 40 Counts / 40 Steps

Difficulty: Beginning
BPM: 134

'reaching Music:
Dancing Music:

CaBin' Baton Rouge by Garth Brooks
You're Gonna Miss Me When I'm Gone
by Brooks & Dunn
Don't Take Her She's All I Got by Tracy Byrd
Count/Description:
JAZZ BOX
24. Slide LEFT to outside of Right
heel
1. Cross step RIGHT over Left
25. Step forward on RIGHT at aRight
2. Step back on LEFT
45 degree angle
3. Step to the Right on RIGHT
26. Touch LEFT next to Right
4. Step LEFT next to Right
FORWARD HEEL-TOE STRUTS 27. Step forward on LEFT at a Left 45
degree angle
5. Step forward on heel of RIGHT
6. Step down on ball of RIGHT
28. Slide RIGHT to outside of Left heel
29. Step forward on LEFT at a Left
7. Step forward on heel of LEFT
45 degree angle
8. Step down on ball of LEFT
30. Touch RIGHT next to Left
9. Step forward on heel of RIGHT
10. Step down on ball of RIGHT
MONTEREY TURNS
11. Step forward on heel of LEFT
31. Touch toes of RIGHT to the Right
12. Step down on ball of LEFT
side
STEP, PIVOT
32. Pivot 1/2 turn to the Right on
13. Step forward on RIGHT
LEFT and step RIGHT next to Left
14. Pivot 1/2 turn to the Left (weight
33. Touch toes of LEFT to the Left
on Left)
side
34.
Step
LEFT next to Right
CHARLESTONS
35. Touch toes of RIGHT to the Right
15. Step forward on RIGHT
side
16. Kick LEFT foot forward
36. Pivot 1/2 turn to the Right on
17. Step back on LEFT
LEFT and step RIGHT next to Left
18. Touch toes of RIGHT back
37. Touch toes of LEFT to the Left
19. Step forward on RIGHT
side
20. Kick LEFT foot forward
38. Step LEFT next to Right
21. Step back on LEFT
STEP, PIVOT
22. Touch toes of RIGHT back
39. Step forward on RIGHT
CAMEL WALK
40. Pivot 1/4 turn to the Left and shift
23. Step forward on RIGHT at a Right
(weight to LEFT)
45 degree angle
BEGIN AGAIN ... 1411
A Gift Subscription to American Square Dance Reminds
Friends Every Month that You Remembered Them.
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QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND
DANCE MUSIC BY
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION
Elmer Sheffield

* BRAND NEW
Bet

.

ESP - 1022 THIS AIN'T NO THINKIN THING
ESP - 918 DANCIN, SHAGGIN ON THE
BOULEVARD

by Elmer
by Steve

RECENT RELEASES
Cfaig Rai r>

ESP - 1021 FOR ONCE IN MY LIFE
ESP - 1020 I'VE GOT A FUNNY FEELING
ESP - 917 THATS ALRIGHT MAMA
ESP - 1019 THATS THE WAY A COWGIRL
SAYS GOODBYE

by Elmer
by Elmer
by Steve
by Elmer

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR
OF ESP/JP RECORDS
SUPREME AUDIO INC!ASTEC RECORDS
1-800-445-7398
JEK! Pl}fl

* BRAND NEW

Jerry

JP ESP - 810
OL COUNTRY
JP ESP - 7008 DO THAT TO ME ONE
MORE TIME

by Jerry
by Bill

RECENT RELEASES
JP/ESP - 809
SHINDIG IN THE BARN
JP/ESP - 7007 LITTLE OLD WINEMAKER

.urner
61 I

Produced by ESP

by Jerry
by Bill

• 2213 S. Adams, Tallahassee, Florida 32301
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Ask IJave
Got a dancing problem and need an answer or opinion?
Dave speaks his mind, taking stands and answering questions as
only he can, with plain talk, common sense and humor.
DAVE GIPSON (219) 490-0214 dave@dave-gipson.com

We have a man who is continu- the people who come to do the exally doing sneaky Yellow Rocks hibition refuse to get up and dance
and making suggestive com- when the music starts?
ments. I don't like it and neither
SQUARDANCEttnal.com
do a lot of the dancers. How can
we handle this person?
I'm of the opinion dancers aren't
Pam Stultz taught how to perform at public
Ridge Farm, IL events and the benefits of doing it
properly. This includes the value of
Mr. Cute huh? We all know this smooth transitions and continuous
guy. There is usually only one way entertainment. Ask your caller to
to deal with him and that's directly discuss it with the club.
and to the point. He is already a rude
Why do Callers always use
person so gentle persuasion would
simply be ignored. Sneaky Yellow Square Through 4 hands or the
Rocks are "at best" awkward and at same figures for so many Singing
worse embarrassing, depending on Calls?
what you do with your hands. ThereRaymond Mason
Auckland, New Zealand
fore, I feel they are always inappropriate. Dealing with the suggestive
comments is really a different issue.
Two reasons usually, they are eiThey are always improper and ther new callers and unsure of themshould never be condoned in any selves, or they are lazy. The singing
form. If you are feeling generous, I call can be a time of relaxation for
would inform this person he is out the dancers by not forcing them to
of line and the next time he will be think but allowing them to enjoy the
asked to leave immediately. Or, if you music and rhythms. Or, it can be a
feel his comments warrant, direct continuation of the thinking part of
him to the door immediately. Either square dancing. Either way, the same
patterns/figures over and over again
remedy is acceptable.
will not and probably should not, get
At fairs, city celebrations, nurs- them booked back again. It's called
ing homes, etc., why do many of preparation and practice! rib
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS: TELL THEM YOU SAW THEIR AD
IN THE AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE.
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C
CONTRA
I wish you could all get
to know Jessie. Jessie
and her husband Carl
dance with our Saturday
Contra club. Jessie is always full of hugs and
smiles. She loves to
dance and show off her
water colors that she
paints. Jessie loves life
and Carl, her husband
can hardly keep up with
all her energy.
It wasn't too long ago
that we, myself as caller
and the club members, would get
upset with Jessie for screwing up not
just once but several times during a
dance. Carl felt bad, we knew, and
he would try to get her to sit out, with
little success. Jessie, like a little girl,
loves to dance.
Then one night Carl told one of the
other couples at the dance, "Jessie
had Alzheimer." One by one we became aware of her struggle and
without a plan or club meeting we
were drawn to Jessie and her child
like laughing and forgetful dancing,
knowing we were part of her world
because we made her a part of ours.
When Jessie and Carl get up to
dance, all the real hard core dances
go back in the box and nobody ob-

N
B
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By Don Ward
Member of ACA
and CONTRALAB

jects. We guide her through basic
figures, point her in the right direction and watch her smile and laugh
the whole night long. And yes, she
always has to show us her latest watercolors between tips.
How long Jessie and Carl will continue to dance with us we don't
know. One thingwe do know is that
because of Jessie and Carl we have
all realized that "Square (and Contra) dancing can be friendship set
to music." (Their names have been
changed, of course)
We're in the process of getting
schedules released more than a
month in advance from many of the
contra groups normally listed in the
column. New to the column this
month are Contra dances in New
York City. Dances will be held every
Saturday night, except January 17,
at Metropolitan Duane Church, 201
W 13th Street at 7th Avenue, Manhattan, from 8:00 to 10:45. For more information phone 212-459-4080.
While on the East Coast you
will find dances every 2nd Saturday at St. Mark's on the Hill
Parish Hall, 1620 Reisterstown
Road, Baltimore, MD. December
13, Susan Taylor mixes it up with
Charlottesvilles Buzzard Rock
Bayou Boys band.
American Square Dance, December 1997

For those who feel young at heart
and body there will be a dusk to
dawn dance December 31 to January 1 in Northfield, Massachusetts.
Three outstanding bands will provide all the music your feet can
stand. Wild Asparagus, Please
and Thank You String Band and
Last Gaspe' from Madison, Wisconsin. Local callers will take
turns from 7:00 P.M. Wednesday
night till 7:00 A.M. Thursday
morning. For more information

•ESctiPT INTRO TO CONTRA

IMPROVE YOUR
DANCE SKILLS THRU

R & R VIDEO INTERNATIONAL
31,19

d IA. An EI•I ea. 1. A 90023 ISIS) 202.5942

NEW TAPES:
CONTRA
With Mike Sea:Aron:,
L
A-2 Square Dance
With MIKE SIKORSKY

NAME

qr./ x

ADDRESS
CRY
sTATE__7.IP CODE.

contact Kevin at 413-256-1233.
In the next couple of months all the
groups will be up to speed, hopefully, and
we'll have a full contra schedule of
dances from coast to coast.
Be sure to keep me updated and
remember, information is due seven
(7) weeks before each issue. For
Fbbruary the deadline is the week
ending December 6. Be sure to send
it directly to: Don Ward, 9989 Maude
Avenue, Sunland, CA 91040 or email: dward@loop.com.
BASIC SQUARE DANCE with Lany McBee
OVol. I: Calls I Thru 23
❑ Vol. 2: Calls 24 Thru 49
❑ Vol. 3: Mainstream Cloverleaf to Recycle
PLUS SQUARE DANCE with Lee Schmidt
❑ Tea Cup Chain to Spin Chain
& Exchange The Gears
PLUS SQUARE DANCE IN "D.B.D." with Don McWhincr
OVol. I: Tea Cup Chain to Relay the Deucey
OVol. 2: Cross Fire to Spin Chain & Exchange the Gears
A-I SQUARE DANCE with Mike Sikorsky
OVol. I: Acey Deucey to Cross Over Circulate
❑ Vol. 2: Quarter In to Mix
A-2 SQUARE DANCE with Mike Sikorsky
❑ Vol. I: Pass The Sea to Zig Zaggag Zig
OVol. 2: Switch To A Diamond to Trail Off
ROUND DANCE with Bob & Edna Faudree
❑ Phase I & II: Fraulein: St. Louis Blues
CIPhase III: Answer Me: Desert Song
❑ Phan III: Latin Basics (Four Dances)
ROUND DANCE with Joyce (Doss) Lane & Jim Lane
°Phase IV: Till Tomorrow: Audios; Rainbow Connection
CLOGGING with Marilyn Hansen
OBeginning
OFasy Intermediate
❑ Intermediate - Level I
❑ Intermediate - Level 2
CONTRA DANCE
❑ Introduction to Contra wiMikc Scastrom
Package !adages:
ideo. Audio Cassettes & Booklet 1541.99)
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5.1 T t CA ly,
ShIppuelartelho.
ThlffilEncleped

071IFR TAPES AVAILABLE
BALLROOOM. WEST COAST SW IN,
E11INIC AND COUNTRY WESTER.N
❑ CATALOG AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

Get a friend to subscribe
and get 3 free months of ASD - See Page 98
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Puzzle of the Month:

PLAY ON

SQUARE DANCE
HIDDEN PHRASES
By Con O'Donnell

In each sentence below, a phrase is underlined. In the
grid, the underlined phrase can be found. However. the
phrase has unusual positioning of letters and words which
hint at their meaning. For example. "ban/ana" would be "banana split." For a real challenge, try to guess the phrases in the boxes before you check the given expressions.
1. His squeaky singing at the square dance party was mutiny on the
high seas.
2. Have fun square dancing all the time and you won't have to go out
on a lark.
3. Right now he is on bended knees proposing to her here at the dance.
4. When people get together at a dance, you won't find a friend in need.
5. I know this step and I'll make like an adding machine—count on me.
6. Country music gives me a down on the farm feeling.
7. The music became a bit peppier, and it would Jiven things UD.
8. The refreshments were so good; she didn't overlook anything.
9. At his first dance he was shy, but now he's losing his inhibitions.
_10.I have a little trouble with some steps, but I bear up under
misfortune.
11 My dance partner inherited money and isn't living beyond his means
anymore.
12 Just like square dance musicians, I have a musical turn—but I'm an
organ grinder.
Do not forsake me. I'll keep dancing till high noon.
_14 He's a beginner in square dancing, but he is on the right track.
Her partner, the shoemaker is living on a shoestring.
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The solution will be published next month.
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ROCKIN\g, & STAMPEDE
RECORDS
NEW RELEASES
Wayne Morvent
409-385-5222

SR 302
RMR 802
RMR 007
SR 702
RMR 121

MIDNIGHT TRAIN - Skip & Jennifer
DAISY A DAY - Doug
BUZZY'S HOEDOWN - Traylor Walker
PARDON ME-John
I'LL BE TRUE - Wayne

RMR 118
RMR 303
SR 202
RMR 116
RMR 005

BABY YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES - Wayne
HERNANDO'S HIDE-A-WAY - Nasser
JOHNNY B. GOODE - Sonya
SUNNY SIDE - Wayne
CHICKEN PLUCKER - Nasser

sJ
405-691-1251

401147P.

BEST SELLERS
Doug Jernigan
803-648-2244

Nasser Shukayr
318-687-7512

John Hicks
513-433-1685

Mike Liston
492-456-3970

Sonya Houck
405-787-5196

James Reid
61-8-280-9941
S Australia

Skip & Jennifer
Cleland
407-631-6499

PRODUCED BY: Wayne Morvent
328 STONESTHROW RD., SILSBEE, TX 77656 (409) 385-5222
Distributed Exclusively by: Astec Record Distributors 800-445-7398 httpillwww.supreme-audio corn

SWEETHEART BALL
February 13-14, 1998

7

"Special" Get-Away Weekend Packages For Square Dancers
Includes accornodations kt meals at the Sheraton. Several packages available .

Sheraton-Burlington Convention Center, Burlington, Vermont

CALLERS JOHNNY PRESTON BILL HARRISON TIM MARRINER
STEVE KOPMAN KEVIN VAN VLIET AL MONTY
CUERS
RALPH & JOAN COLLIPI

Green Mountain Steppers P.O. Box 271, Essex Jet., VT 05453
Cull Wayne di ancy Hall (812) 878-4278 • 5 HullsriVorkshops/TeachesiBLck • Cl
SPARE THE ROD
Every child should have an occasional pat on the back as long as it is
applied low enough and hard enough.
Bishop Fulton J Sheen
American Square Dance, December 1997
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HEMLINE

by Phyllis Mugrage

First, WELCOME to the new editors and owners of ASD Magazine. I
know this will be quite a challenge for
them. I am also happy that they have
asked me to continue as the editor of
the Hemline for the next year.
This month I am going to write
about a fetish I have as a sewer,
namely PRESSING!!!! Proper and
frequent pressing as you sew can
make a real difference in the outcome of a garment. It can also make
the difference between a garment
that shouts "I'm homemade" from
one that keeps people guessing.
There are lots of wonderful pressing aids on the market. However for
the average home sewer only a few
really need to be purchased. Think
of the type of sewing you personally
do, your budget and then purchase
or improvise accordingly.
A SLEEVE BOARD is nice to have
as it is made to slip into the narrow,
tubular garment areas such as
sleeves, cuffs and pant legs for efficient pressing. A sleeve board resembles two tapered ironing boards
joined by a bracket at one end or a
center support.
66

A CLAPPER, sometimes called a
beater, is a tapered hardwood block
shaped to fit your hand and is used to
force steam through a freshly pressed
pleat, crease, edge or seam for a flat
smooth finish. There are different
shapes of clappers with different uses.
Some are combination tools with a
pointed pressing board attached to
one face, while others have elongated
shapes to quickly force steam through
long seams or pleats.
A POINTER/CREASER is a small
flat wood tool with one pointed end
and one rounded end. It is used to
help turn corners and points right
side out. In addition you can use it
in collar points or pocket corners to
hold seams open for construction
pressing. You can also use the blunt
end as a burnishing tool for pressing seams or details without an iron.
A SEWING HAM is a firmly
stuffed oval cushion shaped to provide a contour surface for pressing
seams and darts with matching contours. Half the sewing ham is covered in cotton fabric and half in wool
or wool-blend fabric; the wool/woolblend portion retains extra moisture
when steaming natural fiber fabrics
into shape, while the cotton portion
is useful when pressing at high temperatures. There is a plastic ham
bolder available that will hold the
cushion flat, upright or at any angle
desired. There are three general
ham types available: A TAILORS
HAM broader at one end than the
other, A DRESS MAKERS HAM
which is a smaller version of the tailors ham; A CONTOURED HAM— a
American Square Dance, December 1997

contoured version of each of the
above types of hams. The contoured
version is useful for pressing garment waist and crotch areas.
A SEAM ROLL is a firmly stuffed
flattened cylinder that easily fits into
sleeves, pant legs and other tubular
areas for custom pressing; the
slightly rounded shape also makes
this a convenient tool for pressing
open long straight seams without
creating imprints on the right side.
A PRESSING MIT is a softly filled
cushion shaped to fit over your hand
or a sleeve board end for detailed
pressing of confined, hard-to-reach
areas such as sleeve caps.
PRESSING CLOTHS are used to
cover the fabric you are pressing. In
addition to protecting the fabric from
scorching, water spots or other damage, a press cloth can be dampened
to provide extra moisture when
pressing fabrics such as heavy coatings, synthetic suedes or tightly woven twills.
While press cloths can be created
from fabric scraps, well washed
cloth diapers, worn out cotton sheets
or handkerchiefs, there are several
manufactured press cloths available
to help solve pressing problems.
A SYNTHETIC CHAMOIS PRESS
CLOTH has a nap that makes it ideal
for pressing textured fabrics, zipper
coils, buttonholes, embroidery and
other surface embellishments. You
also can use this cloth type to hold a
great deal of water for pressing situations that require extra moisture.
A REVERSIBLE PRESS CLOTH
has wool fabric on one face and a
American Square Dance, December 1997
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Square/Round Dance capital
of Central Florida.
Up to C-2 and PH VI
Wonderful callers and cuers
Complete dance apparel shop.
it Camper lots and
' 177-- Mobile Homes
for sale and for rent.
Call 813-752-0491 for
information or write to:
Strawberry Square
4401 Boot Bay Rd.
Plant City, FL 33567
poly/cotton blend fabric on the
other. Like the synthetic chamois,
it's ideal for pressing raised textures and details.
A SEE THROUGH PRESS
CLOTH lets you see what and where
you are pressing for precise results.
A NON STICK PRESSING SHEET,
used under and on top of fabrics being fused, prevents your iron and
ironing board from contamination
with stray fusible adhesive. It's easy
to keep this press cloth clean as the
adhesive easily peels off the sheet.
AN IRON COVER is a shield that
fits over an iron sole plate to protect
the fabric from scorching and
67

MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT
by Sian & Cathie Burdick

MIKESIDE
MANAGEMENT
:ailti*Aotorotostookhionfitosoakiiiink«covered up glit new York 11
IC. Data bad de. du
Mandatq me.t.4 eiandmf waked n od out bencren the
Ai law blimardb. folbwed by two
mpg, I've 4
&faith
wry*
a's not hard to.
Gra& (Sands
Mars

MONTHLY NOTE SERVICE
FOR CALLERS
COMMENTARY CHOREO AND SKILL TIPS
WRITE: S&C BURDICK PO BOX 2678
SILVER BAY, NY 12874

rds. CAL-LE:RI-AB
Dantainra Prof•anionol L ..

In

CALLERLAB was established in 1974
by 23 of the most dedicated, professional
calls of that day. Today it is a non-profit
organization with a membership of nearly
3,000 professional callers from the U.S.,
Canada and 15 foreign countries.
CALLERLAB is an involvement organization. Its members take an active part
on over 30 standing committees, volunteer for caller education assignments at
the annual convention and take part in
special projects, such as the caller training seminars conducted at National
Square Dance Conventions.
professionals,
As
dedicated
CALLERLAB members subscribe to a
code of ethics and work toward strengthening the square dance activity by striving for excellence in leadership, calling
and teaching.
CALLERLAB has aproven track record
of accomplishments for over two decades.
Its members continue to lead the field in
working for the betterment of square
dancing.
For further information, contact, George
White, Executive Director, 829 - 3rd Avenue S.E. Suite 285, Rochester, MN
55904. Phone (507) 288-5121.

other damage. It also protects the
sole plate from fusible adhesives,
scratches and stains. (I have one
and don't know how I ever got along
without it!!!)
As I have said PRESS, PRESS,
PRESS and IMPROVISE! For a
sleeve roll I use a rolling pin covered
with a tubular cloth I sewed to slip
over it. For a pointer I use a sharpened chopstick (brought home from
a Chinese restaurant). To press
gathered sleeves I filled one leg of
an old clean panty hose with other
clean used panty hose til I get the
size I needed to form a rounded
"ham" shape. This is great as I made
a smaller version to press the gathered sleeves on the dresses I make
for my granddaughters.
USE YOUR IMAGINATION!
If any of you readers have good
imaginative suggestions for helping
other sewers I would love to hear
from you and maybe do a whole article of readers suggestions in the
future.
Until next month (and next year!)
HAPPY DANCING & CREATIVE
SEWING!!!!
Please send your comments,
questions, or suggestions to:
Phyllis Mugrage, 458 Lois Lane,
Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS!
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MAMA, AM
ERICA 1-800-648-8126 (Orders)

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back
NEW STYLES For Men
Genuine Full Grain Durable Leather with
Enhanced Urethane Wipe Clean Finish

Full Foam and Nylon Tricot Lining for Comfort
and Moisture Absorbing

Complete French Cord Ibpline
Prevents Gapping and Stretching
Chiseled Lace-thru Tangue
to Insure Correct Positioning

%1
P1

44f

•

Matching Leather Top LI
on Dancing Height Heel
3116' built-in platform for extra
"ball" cushioning
Extra Heavy Duty Dye
Penetrated Split Leather Soling

Style:
Colors:
Last:
Heel:
Style:
Colors:
Last:
Heel:
Style.
Style:

( ) MC

X-tra Wide Steel Shank for
Laterial Stability

"Hartwick" #901
$75.00/pr.
Black, White, Khaki. Black (Patent Lea).
White (Patent Lea.) available on special order.
Hartwick (Symetrically round, extra depth toe).
3/4' replaceable leather toplift.
These shoes are
manufactured
in our factory, located in
Gloversville, NY, USA.
Thus, we are able to offer
"ALL LEATHER"
shoes of incomparable
quality and price.

$75.00/pr.

"Chadwick" #902

Black, White, Khaki, Black (Patent Lea).
White (Patent Lea.) available on special order.
Hartwick (Symetrically round, extra depth toe).
3/4' replaceable leather toplift.

Width*
Width:

Size'
Size:
( ) Visa

Color

Color:
Expire'

Signature

Sizing & Widths: (Mens's)
Medium (D) = 7-13,
Send to:

sail Heel to Toe Vikaform
Cushioned Sock-lining

Tic-Tac-Toes Mfg. Co
1 Hamilton Street
Gloversville, NY 12078

(Whole & Half Sizes)
Wide (EE) = 7-13
or Call: 1-800-648-8126 during
factory hours M-F, 7:30-5:00 EST.

Add Sa first pair, $1.50 each additional pair for
shipping and handling.
NY residents add sales tax, and give county.
Canada add $7 pair
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It's holly time, it's jolly time,
It's Christmas everywhere.
So go put on your dancing shoes,
Make haste to form a square.
It's caring time, it's sharing time,
Time to have some fun.
So grab your partner, twirl around
Until the music's done.
It's the best of the seasons,
the best of reasons,
On this joyful night
To give your gal a Christmas kiss,
As you allemande left to right!
by Dorothy Edgerly Zimmerman

Ocisosnter

Orectinseill.

•04%....14a#: 41144.1*
cGregor
RECORDS

There is nothing whatever the matter with, me.
I'm just as healthy as can be.
I have arthritis in both knees.
When I talk I pack a wheeze.
My pulse is weak and my blood
is thin,
But I'm awfully well for the
shape I'm in.
I think my liver is out of whack
And I have a terrible pain in my back.
My hearing is poor and my
vision is dim.
My everything seems to be out
of trim.
The way I stagger is a crime,
I'm liable to fall most anytime.
But all things considered I'm
feeling fine.

A. &
andf.Musi
c

We are Proud to Present Our New Gold Series GA-5Q
GA-50-1 Seems Like Old Times
We welcome back Bob on his 50th year of calling!
Bob Van Antwerp
702-5886138
70

800451-6703 or FAX: 503456-3577
Write: PO Box 1835, Clackamas, OR 97015
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Arch supports for both feet,
Or I wouldn't be able to walk down
the street.
My fingers are ugly, stiff in the joints.
My finger nails are impossible to
keep in paint.
Complexion is bad due to my skin,
But I'm awfully well for the shape
I'm in.
My dentures out, I'm restless
at night
And in the morning I'm an
awful sight.
Memories failing, heads a spin,
Practically living on aspirin.
But I'm awfully well for the shape
I'm in.

Now the moral is, as this tale we
unfold,
That for you and me we're
growing old,
It's better to say I'm fine with a grin,
Than to tell everyone of the shape
we're in.
Frank B. Hall
The Double Toe Times - M '89
Note: If you have a special
poem that you would like to
share, please send it along
with your name and address. We will print your
poem, space permitting. lb
AM,

INN
aT
RRA

Highway 54 & Lake Road
Osage Beach, MO 65065

THIRD ANNUAL OZARK lib
SQUARE DANCE WEEKEND
April 24, 25 & 26, 1998
Bob and Dixie
Fehrmann
Caller/Cuer

Jim and Jean
Cholmondeley
Caller/CW Instructor

"Have a FUN weekend while enjoying
the Lake of the Ozarks" and Fun Level Dancing
For additional Information call Jim or
Jean at
(314) 741-7799 or (314) 653-1441
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CALLERLAB
CALLER COACHES
ARE BEST FOR YOUR CLINIC OR SCHOOL
ASSURES KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE
Daryl Clendenin
Ed Foote

400 N. Plaza Dr., 452 Apache Jct., AZ 85220, 602-983-3013
140 McCandless Dr. Wexford, PA 15090, 412-935-2734

Betsy Gotta

2 Laurel Pl., North Brunswick, NJ 08902, 908-249-2086

Paul Henze

3926 S. Mission Oaks Dr., Chattanooga, TN 37412, 423-867-2225

Larry Hoskinson

4518 Spring St., Omaha, NE 68106, 402-551-0875

Mike Jacobs
Jon Jones

PO Box 484, Herndon, VA 22070, 703-713-0821
1523 Bluebonnet, Arlington, TX 76013, 817 469-1179

Jerry Junck
John Kaltenthaler
Martin Mallard

PO Box 128, Carroll, NE 68723, 402-585-4829
PO Box 679, Pocono Pines, PA 18350, 717 646-2945
222 Stillwater Dr., Saskatoon. SK Canada, S7J 4A4, 306-374-5250

Jim Mayo
Wayne Morvent

PO Box 367, Hampstead. NH 03841, 603-329-5492
328 Stones Throw Rd., Silsbee, TX 77656, 409-385-5222

Tony Oxendine
Deborah Parnell
Randy Page

PO Box 6026. Sumter, SC 29150, 803-469-0495
9797 LaMonica Dr., Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730, 909-481-9235
14 Boxwood Lane, Danbury, CT 06810. 203-794-0053

Vaughn Parrish
Kenny Reese
Ken Ritucci
Gloria Rios Roth
John Saunders
Al Stevens
Jim Woolsey

Rt 2 Parrish Rd.. Berthoud, CO 80513, 303-772-5118
Freidrich-Ebert-Str 116, D-64347 Griesheim, Germany, +496155.78912
48 Althea St., W Springfield. MA 01089, 413-734-0591
Clementsport, NS Canada, BOS, 1E0, 902-638-8053
101 Cedar Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169, 904-428-1496
Engelbert-Kleiser Str. 6, 76448 Durmersheim, Germany. 07245-7799
1200 S.W. 97th, Oklahoma City, OK 73139, 405-691-1251

REMEMBER.
To send in your ad and club news items on time for publication

Deadline for the February issue is:
December 711'
Deadline for the March issue is: January 7th
Advertising forms and rate information available upon request.
11116i
.
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Dancing Contra
with Don Ward

"Sunday Night Contra" is one of those dances that just
came together on the floor at Ron Johnson's Sunday night
Contras of Distinction, in La Verne, California. So what better name than,
"Sunday Night Contra."
Set up: Becket. This formation consists of couples (with their partner
beside them) facing another couple across the set (lines should be 5-6 feet
apart).
Intro: Men face left, ladies right
Al; CORNER ALLEMANDE LEFT (6) At the ends you can allemande
left across the set.
PARTNER SWING (12) End the swing facing across toward the opposite line.
A2; MEN REVERSE THE FLUTTER (8) Do not complete the flutterwheel.
Turn the wheel 3/4 so that the couple in the line on the callers left is
facing up, couples in the right hand line are facing down.
PROMENADE THE WAY YOU FACE (8)
B1; CALIFORNIA TWIRL (4) PROMENADE BACK (4)
SAME LADIES CHAIN DOWN THE LINE (8)
When the two ladies meet they will chain back to their partners.
B2; Same 4, LEFT HAND STAR (8) From the courtesy turn the men will
lead the ladies in front of them with their left hands joined to make
the star.
Reverse RIGHT HAND STAR (8) Turn the star until everyone is back
on the side of the set they started on where the next person in line will
be approaching them for the allemande left. This completes the sequence and you are ready to repeat the dance.
When dancers reach the end of the line they should trade places so they
can continue the dance. They should wait on the end of the line like a
regular alt-duple dance for the allemande left.
Music: "Shanty Town" on Big Mac #097.
Need more help? Contact me through E-Mail: dward@loop.com or Postal
Mail: Don Ward, 9989 Maude Ave, Sunland, CA 91040.
American Square Dance, December 1997
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DANCING TIPS
What Happened To

7

Grace And Styling In Square "Dancing"?
There were, at one point in time, a swing? When did "circle to a line"
several accepted points of courtesy change to what is done today?
Every time I hear dancers comand styling. Where did they go?
When did the "Grand Square" stop plain about the condition of the achaving 32 beats of music? When did tivity, it makes me wonder what is
a weave the ring become a bump and missing. The older dancers rememgrind display of twirls and kicks and ber the times when courtesy and
patty cakes? When did "promenade grace were as much a part of the achalfway around" involve either the tivity as the socializing. They rememdesignated couples rushing head ber when a courtesy turn was just
that, not a crack-the-whip
Perhaps, we should try put- and twirl. When a square
thru was done by letting go
ting the grace and the styling of hands. The dancers of
have little idea what
back into square "dancing." atoday
grand square feels like to
long through the middle or the other be danced in time with the music.
couples doing some sort of highland They are too busy twirling and
fling? When did "do-sa-do" become swinging and so many other things

Catalog $1.50
plus $.50 postage & handling
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that can't be defined, to even consider being in step with the music.
It's as if they need to hurry and
get back to where they started
before anyone else does. It really
is not a race.
I know, I've heard the arguments.
"Most of the dancing is boring."
"Everyone else is doing it. I don't
want to look like a geek." "It's more
fun this way." And on and on and
on ad nauseam.
Perhaps, we should try putting
the grace and the styling back into
square "dancing." After all, isn't
dancing supposed to be graceful?
Instead of rushing into the middle
and throwing the timing of the figure off, maybe we could try promenading half-way around (the outside). Instead of trying to tie each
other in knots and using several
more beats than we should, maybe
we should try doing a square thru in
ten beats (that would mean letting
go of the hands). Perhaps we should
PO BOX 216

try stepping in time to the music
and actually using 32 beats to do a
grand square (no twirling, tangos,
kicks or anything else). Perhaps we
could even do a do-si-do back to
back (no swinging).
I'll bet if we all made an effort to
move in time to the music and to perform the moves the way we were
taught, at the end of the evening we
would all be far less tired that we are
now. I'll bet if we all made an effort
to practice the styling than we were
all taught, we could put the grace
and styling back into square dancing. I'll bet that if we really did this,
we would have enough energy to go
out after the dance and socialize
with our friends and fellow dancers.
But that's just my opinion, I could
be wrong.
Milt Floyd
Executive Secretary
Minnesota Square
Dance Callers Association
Reprinted from The Roundup - 10/97

GRENN

BATH, OH 44210

Latest Round Dance
GR 17230

WALTZ CAPRICE P-2 Waltz by Ellen & Les Robertson

Seasonal SQUARE/CONTRA/MIXER Records
GR 15013

GR 16018
GR 16019
GR 32044

WINTER WONDERLAND by Bob Howell
WINTER MIXER
by Iry & Betty Easterday
FOUR SKATE MIXER
by Bob Howell
AULD LANG SYNE
by Bob Howell
RUDOLPH THE RED NOSE
REINDEER
by Bob Howell
CHRISTMAS ISLAND
by Paul Hartman

MIDDLE AGE: When the narrow waist and broad
mind begin to change places.
American Square Dance, December 1997
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Square Dancing "With
"hose Who Dwea-3-figh 'lly" - The Indians
The 35th Annual Overseas Square
Dancers Association (OSDA) reunion was celebrated July 30 - August 3, 1997 at the Best Western
Ogden Park Hotel in Ogden, Utah.
The photo shows, from left to
right, Nick Corsano of Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts,
hosts Lois and Lee Hatchell
of Layton, Utah, and Peter
Baker of Kent, England. On
hand to greet old and new
friends, dance, have fun and
to "hug a dancer in Utah"
were dancers from many of
the United States, Canada,
England, The Netherlands
and Malaysia.
Assisting M.C. and Caller Coordinator Dick Manning of Nicoma
Park, Oklahoma, in Squares were
Skip Brown of Portland, Maine,
Virgil Forbes of Laurel, Maryland,
Wayne Guss of Sandy, Utah, John
Kaltenthaler of Pocono Pines, Pennsylvania, Dave Vieira of Nevada,
Texas, Colin Walton of Melbourne,
Florida and co-host Lee Hatchell,
calling his first tip.
Working with Cuer Coordinator
Hope Belanger of Windham, New
Hampshire were Betty Ann Brown
of Portland, Maine, Truus DeJong of
the Netherlands, Lynn Sandstrom of
Lakewood, New Jersey, and Michelle
Vieira of Nevada, Texas.
The reunion began with the Trail
End dance, open to the public, on
76

Wednesday evening, July 30, when
we joined hands with the native
Utahns in squares and rounds. A
"Fun Shop" of dancing followed for
the OSDA members on Thursday afternoon, July 31. The evening

dances began with pre-rounds followed by alternating square and
round dance tips.
This writer has enjoyed many
OSDA reunions not just for the dancing and the socializing, but for the
opportunity to experience the culture and history of the host area.
Named for the native Ute Indians,
Utah became the 45th state of the
Union when it was granted statehood in 1896; it is the third highest
in elevation, averaging 6000 feet.
The dancers visited many of the area
attractions, including: Salt Lake
City; the Great Salt Lake, one of the
geological wonders of the world with
its legendary brine flies and tiny
shrimp; the beautiful Wasatch mountains; historic 25th street in Ogden;
American Square Dance. December 1997

Alaska Cruise for 7 Nights
with
Steve & Debbie Kopman and Lee & Lilith Kopman
July 27 - August 3, 1998
NCL's MS Windward
Exclusive Glacier Bay Itinerary!
Features Include:
Seven nights aboard the Windward • Square Dancing Daily
All meals, snacks, midnight buffets and 24 hour room service
Entertainment including a full Broadway Production
A private cocktail Reception
Port Charges & Government Taxes are included
Ports of Call
Vancouver (Canada Place) • Cruise Inside Passage • Juneau • Skagway
Haines • Cruise Glacier Bay • Ketchikan • Cruise Misty Fjords
Inside Staterooms: 51599* • Outside Staterooms: 51699•
Discount airfares available.

•sued on
Double Occupancy

For more information or reservations contact:
Deborah Kopman: 1305 Whitower Drive, Knoxville, TN 37919
423-69I-1580 or 800-251-2027 (office) or s.kopman@juno.com

the Golden Spike National Historic
site, where the first transcontinental railroad was established on May
10, 1869; Bonneville Flats, scene of
world land speed records; while
some dancers took to the golf links.
This writer visited the historic,
walled-in, 10 acre Mormon Temple
Square in Salt Lake City. The
Square contains the world famous
granite-faced temple with its six
spires, topped by a shining metal
statue of an angel; the domed Tabernacle; the Assembly Hall; Seagull
Monument; the Handcart Pioneers
Sculpture; and nearby, the Mormon
American Square Dance, December 1997

Family History Center, begun in
1894. All Mormon buildings were
free and open to the public except
the Temple. The Temple was begun
in 1853 under Brigham Young and
finished in 1893. The domed Tabernacle, measuring 2501 x 1501 and
801 high, built in 1863 and first used
in 1867, is home of the 325-voice
Mormon Tabernacle Choir and a
pipe organ with 11,623 pipes. This
pipe organ was first powered by
hand-pumped bellows, later by water power, and today by electricity.
The nearby Family History
Library is a remarkable genealogi77

cal repository, containing data back
to 1500.
The interesting history of Salt
Lake City, the Mormons, and Utah
may be said to have begun early in
the 191h century.
Joseph Smith was born in Vermont in 1805 and his family moved
to New York State when he was 10.
Smith claimed he had a series of visions of God and Christ, and was told
to establish the Church of Jesus
Christ. He reported discovery of
golden plates that told the history of
the church of Christ. The writings
on the plates were published and
became known as the Book of Mormon. Smith and five others founded
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints in New York in 1830.
Because of differences between
Smith, townspeople, other Mormon
groups, and the authorities, moves
were made to Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois. In 1840 some Mormons disliked Smith's revelations concerning
polygamy and his political aspirations, and fighting and destruction
of property erupted. In Nauvoo, Illinois, in 1844, Joseph Smith and his
brother Hyrum were arrested, jailed,
and later shot to death when a mob
attacked the prison.
Brigham Young became leader of
the main body of Mormons and directed an exodus to the west in 1846.
The journey by covered wagon and
handcart was beset with starvation,

disease, the elements, and hostile
native tribes. Those hardy souls
pushing handcarts suffered even
greater hardships.
On June 24, 1847, after crossing
the Rocky Mountains and the
Wasatch Mountains, Brigham Young,
looking down from a mountainside
onto the Great Salt Lake Basin, exclaimed, "This is the place." Crops
were planted immediately. In 1848 a
plague of crickets threatened to destroy the crops, but a flock of seagulls
flew down, devoured the crickets, and
saved the grain. In the Mormon
Temple Square a statue commemorates the gulls that miraculously
saved the colony from starvation.
In 1859 the transcontinental railroad opened and Salt Lake City and
Ogden became important railroad centers. At first there was trouble making
a living in the desert but industry enabled the colony to flourish. But
Brigham Young's dream of an isolated
Mormon empire had been shattered by
the large influx of non-Mormons.
Next year's Overseas Square
Dancers Association reunion, the
36th, will be held in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, Aug. 5 - 9, 1998. Hosts Gladys
and Marty Bishop of Pell Lake, Wisconsin spoke highly of Oshkosh and
promised that all would enjoy the
area.
Happy Dancing.
Nick Corsano
%

HOW TIMES HAVE CHANGED
The Old Days: We were broke, so we lived on hamburger for a week.
Now: We live on hamburger for a week, so we are broke.
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NE141 LINE OF FASHIONS
Orders Available from these shops

CALIFORNIA
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats
8331 Pinecrest Drive
Redwood Valley, CA 95470
1400-468-6423
http:/Avww.squareshop corn
Free Swatches. Flyers

-c•

SQUARE D FASHIONS
5821 Auburn Blvd , Ste 5
Sacramento. CA 95841.1207
(916) 344-0346
CAROL'S COUNTRY CORNER
6520 Platt Ave.. Ste 623
West Hills. CA 91307
(818) 347-1207

ILLINOIS
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE
7215 W Irving Park Road
Chicago, IL 60634

NEW YORK
SHIRLEY'S
Rt. 9-D Box 423. Dept A
Hughsonville, NY 12537
Square Dance Patterns
Send $1 .00 for Brochure

SOUTH CAROLINA
THE SQUARE DANCERS CLOSET
Marilyn Adams
2012 Warren Ct..
N. Augusta. SC 29841
(800) 476-2008 / (803) 279-3687
Send for FREE Catalogue

NORTH CAROLINA
KANSAS
FUT S/D & WESTERN WEAR
635 E. 47th St
S. Wichita. KS 67216
2 blk. W of 1-35 Tmk. Exit 42
(316) 522-6670, Closed Sun/Mon
All New First Line Apparel

LOUISIANA
JANET'S
1956 Cherokee Dr.
Lake Charles, LA 70611
(318) 855-4470
Visa & MC

CIRCLE W SID FASHIONS
Don & Jackie Wilkins
193 Winery Rd.
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460
Phone (919) 327-3337
Mail Services-MasterCard-Visa

TEXAS
THE CATCHALL
2310 Brook Hollow Drive
Wichita Falls, TX 76308-2206
Square & Round Dance Regalia
Immediate Mail Order Service
Call: (817) 692-8814

OKLAHOMA
LOWELL'S ADVERTISING
SPECIALTIES/DANCE APPAREL
119 West Main
Moore, OK 73160-5105
(405) 799-5602
Fax- 506-799-5602
Just outside OK City & worth the trip

WASHINGTON
PETTICOAT JUNCTION
14523 Highway 99 #1
Lynnwood, WA 98037
Toll Free 1-800-344-3262
Describe it, we'll find it

To be included in New Line of Flashions,
write or call ASD today.

If your convention or festival
accepts advertising, contact ASD.
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A reaction to the October '97 Circle Right column.
Each time I read or hear the phrase
"All Position Dancing" or the letters
"APD", I am reminded of the last time
I used them in 1994 in conversation
with a fine Canadian caller, Don
Mosher. He patiently stated that the
phrase/letters are very misleading and
inaccurate, as follows.
When the word "All" or letter "A"
is used, it is totally inclusive. Is it possible for a square dancer to learn and
do, a specific call from all of the possible formations and arrangements
(F/A) that can be called? Obviously
no. If we know and can do the specific call from three of the F/A's, the
caller still knows other F/A's! Perhaps a more accurate phrase would
be "Other Formations/Arrangements
Dancing (OFAD)." Or "Other Than
Standard, Plain Vanilla, F/A Dancing
(OTSPVF/AD)."
And when was the last time you
heard or read the corollary phrase/letters of Dance-by-Definition (DBD)?
Isn't all square dancing by definition?

By the rules according to... ?
Lastly, I am very impressed with
the Davis's explanation of the learning process as applied to learning to
square dance ("Very few people can
learn square dance moves just by
reading or hearing the definitions..").
At last an up-front statement to
counter all the inaccurate words over
the years IE: just memorize, learn, the
definitions and you will be able to
dance it. Far from it. The shortsighted thinking goes against all of the
Dewey (Jonn not Thomas) Laws of
Learning as cited by the Davis' "learning involves repetition of movements
to program the pattern in the brain
circuitry ... they need actual floor
time." And Dewey would add, in frequent, short, periods of time.
Thanks, to Bill & Bobbie Davis. Perhaps other callers will put the idea to use
so that we can truly learn and apply the
definitions for smoother dancing.
Richard D. Ellis, Editor
The CATALYST

AND SOON
A young college student wrote hcme to his family:
"Dear Mom & Dad: I haven't heard from you in nearly
a month. Please send a check so I'll know you're all right."
80
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00 DONN
DEPARTING AUGUST 15th, 1998
FOR 24 DAYS TO AUSTRALIA.
JOIN PAT & PRIM'S MUGRAGE, SEDRO
WOOLLEY, WA, JOHN & MARY CORRIGAN,
DELTA B.0 AND MURRAY & BARB FEW,
EDMONTON, ALBERTA

THIS ONCE IN A LIFETIME TOUR INCLUDES SUCH
'THINGS AS THE SIDNEY OPERA BOISE, BLUE
MOUNTAINS, HUNTER VALLEY, CANBERRA,
MELBOURNE, MT GAMBIER, ADELAIDE,
KANGAROO ISLAND, ALICE SPRINGS, AYERS
ROCK, KINGS CANYON, CAIRNS AND THE GREAT
BARRIER REEF AMONG OTHER BEAUTIFUL
SIGHTS AND PLACES. SQUARE DANCE WMI OUR
A USTR.AIIAN NEIGHBORS IF YOU WISIL
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING,
CONTACT: .4NZ4 TRAVEL UNLIMITED
1-800-688-6612 OR
E-MAIL: gdarDsouth-pacific.com
NON-DANCERS WELCOMEI
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CALLERLAB
VIEWPOINTS

How Far To The
Next Bus Stop?
by

Nasser Shukayr

Editor's Note: The following article is regarding the proposed changes in CALLERLAB programs. It was discussed
as "Target 2000' ina recent CALLERLAB Viewpoints column.
What if riding a BUS were like
square dancing? At a square dance,
people dance at their chosen program or "destination". Similarly,
bus passengers ride to a chosen
destination.
Although each rider would like to
ride to his or her own destination,
the bus only stops at a bus stop.
Similarly, a brand-new square
dancer must learn EVERY call on a
program list. After riding the bus of
program lists to one of the predefined bus stops, then, and only
then, can a new dancer get OFF the
bus and attend dances.
The problem is that the very first
bus stop is too FAR away. In many
regions, new dancers must learn all

the calls through PLUS before they
can go to an open dance. They must
learn roughly a HUNDRED calls before the first bus stop!
The popularity of square dancing has diminished because it's too
FAR to the first stop. Is there a solution? Why can't dancers get off
the bus and start dancing after
learningjust the 49 Basic calls? It's
a good idea but it doesn't work. In
many regions, if you dance "only"
Basic, there are NO regular dances
to attend. The bus stops at Basic
Street, but it's a deserted area and
no one wants to go there.
CALLERLAB doesn't even treat
Basic as a full-fledged program!
There are committees for Plus, Advanced, Challenge and CDP, but NO
ioecira,
Basic Committee. The combined BaNational Square Dance
reekv
sic/Mainstream Committee handles
DIRECTORY
Basic. Should the Basic Program be
the ONLY program WITHOUT a comInformation & contacts for thousands of
mittee! Obviously, a separate Basic
clubs in the U.S., Canada and around the
world. Great for traveling & planning
Committee needs to be created.
vacations.
After getting on the bus of program lists, how long should you have
id
513.95 (plus $3.00 postage & handling)
ot
Life Subscription - S50.00
to ride until the first stop? The ad
hoc committee for Alternative Dance
PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043
Programs recommends that the first
1-800-542-4010
Alimmismonpannovomomiiwomi bus stop be reachable in TEN weeks.
82
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The bus ROUTE is still the same. too FAR to the first bus stop.
We're only adding a new bus STOP
It's time to change, because the
after 10 weeks.
world has changed. Back in the
If no one wants to get off the bus early days of CALLERLAB, there
at Basic Street, why add a new bus was no way to foresee today's
stop? No one wants to be labeled a world. The perfect bus route 25
BASIC square dancer. The word years ago cannot still be perfect
BASIC implies substandard. This is today. It's time for CALLERLAB
why the ad-hoc committee proposes programs to be updated. Don't be
that the 10-week program be named afraid to vote for progress.
"square dancing." People who
Countless surveys have shown
choose to get off the bus at this new that the public prefers less complexstop will be known as Square Danc- ity. Simpler bus riding, and a shorter
ers instead of Basic dancers.
ride to the first bus stop. Should you
WHO is likely to get off the bus approve the proposal to add two new
at this new stop? Certainly not any bus stops aimed at many thousands
EXISTING dancers! They are al- of future happy bus riders? Or do
ready happy with their own stops you continue to force new bus ridfarther down the road.
ers to endure the same excruciatWithout the two new proposed ingly long bus ride we had to take
bus stops, if someone wants plain and to put up with the same tricky
easy-to-learn square dancing, the driving we had to learn, before they
bus doesn't stop for him or her. The can get off at their first bus stop?
first two bus stops are for people
It takes too long to learn how to
who want to ride an ordinary bus ride a bus. New riders become disin a standard manner. The third couraged and drop out, then tell all
stop is for people who want tricky their friends how hard it is to ride a
bus driving. In the past, all bus. New riders are becoming
CALLERLAB programs have been harder and harder to find.
based on actual lists of calls. The
Let's change the bus route. If
new third bus stop will be the very people can get off the bus at these
first CALLERLAB program based new stops and if the new bus stops
instead on degree of difficulty.
are in a POPULAR and FUN area, it
Square dancing is a fantastic will be easier to get people to take
product. We offer the best bus ride their first bus ride. We'll have fewer
anyone could ever want. We have dropouts. New riders can bring their
skilled bus drivers and friendly bus non-dancing friends into a world of
riders. All the proper ingredients bus riding after only 10 weeks. Let's
are in place, except for one minor increase the number of bus riders
glitch. The general public doesn't by making it easier for them to get
want to get on our bus, because it's on and get off the bus. Rio
American Square Dance, December 1997
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47th National Square Dance Convention
Charlotte, NC
June 24-27, 1998
"Nothing could be finer than to be in Carolina"

Driving & the 47th NSDC
NORTH & SOUTH CAROLINA STATE LAWS
Speed Limits
• Interstate Highways; observe
posted signs
• Inside municipal corporate limits;
35mph, unless otherwise posted
Seat Belts
• Mandatory for driver and all front
seat passengers and back seat
passengers under the age of 16.
Children under the age of 3 years
are required to ride in a child restraint seat.

State laws require
• Motorist to turn on headlights
whenever windshield wipers are
used for inclement weather.
• Motorcyclists to wear helmets
and burn headlights at all times
and In South Carolina
• Motorists to keep proof of insurance in their vehicle and show it
to a law enforcement officer when
asked.
Right turn on red light is permitted
unless otherwise indicated.

Shop `Til You Drop with the 47th NSDC
There are many "outlet stores"
around the two Carolinas, in fact
"outlet shopping" started in our area
as the many textile firms sought
markets for their seconds". Now
"outlet shopping" is nation wide and
world wide and you have to look hard
to find those bargain "seconds" or
"irregulars" Among the many, many
locations you'll find as you visit the
Carolinas are the following.
Carolina Factory Shops, located
in Gaffney, South Carolina at the intersection on 1-85 and Route 105
(Exit 90), offers a day of money saving shopping at the many outlet
stores. You will find the finest quality merchandise at prices substan84

tially lower than everyday department and specialty store prices. Not
only does the variety and selection
of merchandise prove to be unbeatable, you will find a play area for the
children as well as a food court and
ATM's. Stroller rentals, wheelchairs,
copy and fax service and gift certificates are also available. Carolina
Factory Shops are open Monday
through Saturday from 10:00 a.m. to
9:00 p.m. and Sunday from 1:30 p.m.
to 6:00 p.m. Call (864) 902-9900 for
further information, (55 miles from
Charlotte, NC).
Cannon Village, fine shopping
and bargain hunting is complemented by the atmosphere and pleaAmerican Square Dance, December 1997

BILL DAVIS SQUARE DANCE SERVICE
THE EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLER — Second Printing
The most comprehensive book on sight and extemporaneous calling ever written. 140 information packed pages
cover Theory of Resolution, Formation Awareness, Arrangements, Get Outs, Programming, 2-Couple calling &
lots more. By Bill Davis
$16.95 Plus $1 Post, US & Can. Add $7 for overseas
THE ALL NEW 1996 BIG FIVE DICTIONARY
and Square Dance MANUAL
This edition has new larger type and is the most comprehensive definitions book yet. It contains official definitions
of all calls in the 5 CALLERLAB programs MS through C2
including the most recent 1996 updates. It has lots of
Get-Outs. It is filled with diagrams and examples plus indepth commentary on: usage, teaching, flow, formation
names, learning hints, and common misunderstandings.
by Bill Davis & John Sybalsky - $9.95 plus $1 post in US
& Can.
NEW - 8.5 X 11 DELUXE EDITION - $13.95 plus postage
ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA 94087

sures of a simpler time. While browsing through this collection of factory
direct and specialty stores, take time
to enjoy the charm and beauty of the
colonial surroundings. You will delight in the abundance of shopping
opportunities offered here. Wares
include: fashions for the entire
family, gift, furnishings and home
decor, linens, luggage, jewelry, and
more. Several restaurants, including a K &W Cafeteria, can be found

along the brick sidewalks.
Get a glimpse back in time by visiting the Cannon Village Visitors'
Center. Here you will see the history
of Cannon Mills which grew to be one
of the nation's largest manufacturers of household textiles.
If you believe that shopping
should be a special event, visit here
and enjoy shopping and history together. (27 miles north of Charlotte,
1-85 exit 58, Kannapolis)

The best way to get a person's head out of the clouds
and to put his feet on the ground
is to place some heavy responsibility upon his shoulders.
American Square Dance. December 1997
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Let Conventions, Festivals and Clubs
know you travel and
that you are available to call or cue.
If you don't tell 'em, they won't know.
Contact ASD for our low monthly rate.
Ad will include photo and how to reach you.
Eating your way to the 47th NSDC #'s 1 & 2
We all know that square dancers
like to eat! Many of us find our way
to and from places by way of the
special eating places we've found
over the years. This little series of
articles is intended to help you find
your way to the 47" National
Square Dance Convention by way of
some good eating.
The first place will be especially
helpful to our friends from Florida.
Just as they are about leave the
sunshine state on 1-95 North, they
will pass within a few miles of Yulee,
Florida. Going east from 1-95 on
A1A you find the intersection with
US17, turn right onto 17 and immediately on the right is Jenwrights
Seafood. It may not look like much
on the outside, or even on the inside, but the shrimp and flounder
are great. Now don't expect lots of
86

atmosphere, or anything fancy. If
you are into "high class" restaurants, you won't feel at home here.
If you like simple food, cooked well
we think you'll enjoy Jenwrights.
The second place we will tell you
about is "on the way" from the Midwest, or some other areas, depending on your appetite.
Patti's is located at the north end
of The Land Between The Lakes in
north west Tennessee and south
west Kentucky, at Grand Rivers, KY.
Patti's has been a favorite for years
and will cause us to go a bit out of
the way to eat the pork chops. The
KY Pork Producers Association rate
these as "A # 1"! The deserts are
outstanding if you can save room.
Reservations are recommended, eating early helps too! Call 502-3628844, good eating!
American Square Dance, December 1-997
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The second USA West Square
Dance Convention will be held at the
beautiful Moscone Convention Center in San Fl-ancisco, California, July
22-25, 1998. Planning for this exciting convention has been under way
prior to the first USA West Square
Dance Convention, Denver, in 1997.
In September 1993, at the insistence
of dancers and leaders from across
the United States, a group of nearly
thirty square dance leaders met to
examine the idea of a large square
dance convention to be held on an
annual basis somewhere in the Western United States. There were just
two questions - was it feasible and, if
so, could it be accomplished? The answer was "YES!" Well, it was such a
big "YES" that plans for the second
convention have become a reality.
Two organizations have been
formed to move these conventions
forward. The USA West Policy
Board is the body that holds the
rights to the name and other collat-

eral items of the conventions. The
USA West Square Dance Convention
San Francisco is the organization
that is planning and performing this
convention. Jim Maczko and Craig
Veteran, Co-Chairmen of the USA
West Square Dance Convention San
Fl-ancisco, have put together a team
for the second annual event.
The USA West Policy Board is
made up of square dancers from
eleven of the thirteen Western
states including Arizona, California,
Colorado, New Mexico, Alaska,
Utah, Nevada, Montana, Hawaii,
Idaho and Wyoming. The USA West
Policy Board is currently comprised
of elected and/or appointed square
dance representatives from each
participating state or area, even
though their state may not presently have facilities to accommodate
this size convention. The conventions will be placed on a rotation
basis within the circle of membership of the Policy Board. '+‘

DON'T FROWN
make a smile come, so they say,
Brings thirteen muscles into play,
While if you want a frown to thrive,
You've got to work up sixty-five.
-Kay Harvey
To
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Square Dance

A

PULSE POLL
CALLERLAB OS
MAINSTREAM
None
PLUS
Fan the Boat
Go Right/Left To A Wave
ADVANCED
Swing The Fractions
TRADITIONAL
Big Circle Square Dance
CONTRA
Ka'Ahumanu Triplet
EMPHASIS CALLS
BASIC
Run Family
MAINSTREAM
Hinge Family
PLUS
Coordinate

PLUS PROGRAM
(Anything) & Roll
(Anything) & Spread
3/4 Tag The Line
Acey Deucey
All 8 Spin The Top
Chase Right
Coordinate
Crossfire
Cut The Diamond
Diamond Circulate
Dixie Grand
Explode The Wave
Explode & (Anything)
(from waves only)
Extend
Flip The Diamond
Follow Your Neighbor
Grand Swing Thru
Linear Cycle
(from waves only)

Load The Boat
Partner Tag
Peel Off
Peel The Top
Ping Pong Circulate
Relay The Deucey
Remake The Thar
Single Circle To A Wave
Spin Chain The Gears
Spin Chain And
Exchange The Gears
Teacup Chain
Track II
Trade The Wave
Triple Scoot

Not a CALLERLAB program - ASD Pulse Pa°

Be a part of the ASD Pulse Poll©.
We're looking to examine what's popular, where it's happening and whose involved. Are you using the CDP program?
Experimenting with T-2000?
We want to get a relative sampling
from across the entire country. We also
want to find out the same with our international friends.
So, if you don't mind, take the time
and write us at:
ASD Pulse Poll°
PO Box 777
N Scituate, RI 02857
e-mail: ASDMAG@aol.com
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No/ Fi AT a s Ail E. A
What's Ahead is published to inform you about
special events throughout the world. Your festival, convention or other special dance which is
two days or longer can be listed free of charge.
Included will be the event name, date, location and
a contact address and telephone number. Mail or fax the information to ASD.
ASD recommends you verify the accuracy with the contact provided if you
plan to attend any of these events. Space permitting, we will publish these events
as far into the future as possible.
NATIONAL CONVENTIONS
All National Square Dance Conventions
begin the last Wednesday of June
and end the following Saturday.
'98 (47") - Charlotte, North Carolina
'99 (4819 - Indianapolis, Indiana
'00 (49') - Baltimore, Maryland
'01 (50") - Anaheim, California
'02 (5V) - Saint Paul, Minnesota
CANADIAN SQ / RD CONVENTIONS
All Canadian Square and Round Dance
Conventions are held on even-numbered
years and begin on the third Thursday of
July and end on the following Saturday.
'98 (119-Ottawa, Ontario
'00 (12")-Vancouver, British Columbia
'02 (139-Saint John, New Brunswick
DECEMBER
5-7 FLORIDA - December in Florida
C-1 Weekend, Melbourne, FL. Info:
Doug & Joanne Bennett, 2017 Trevino
Circle, Melbourne, FL 32935.
11-13 TENNESSEE - Gatlinburg
Christmas Ball, Gatlinburg, TN. Info:
Barbara Harrelson, 1604 Grays Inn
Rd., Columbia, SC 29210; (803)7314885; Fax: (803)750-7222.
12-14 ENGLAND - Lucky Thirteen's
33"1 S/D Cony., The Hayes Conf. Centre, Swanwick, Nr Ripley, Derbys (4
miles from Junction 28 MI). Info: Leigh
Clay, 2 Okehampton Crescent,
American Square Dance, December 1997

Nottingham NG3 5SE; Ph: 0115 956
3138; Fax: 0115 956 3139.
JANUARY '98
15-17 ARIZONA - 50" Year of Dancing
Fun, Southern Arizona Festival, Tucson, AZ. Jim & Genny Young, 3242 N.
Calle de Beso, Tucson, AZ 85750;
(520)885-6273.
16-17 LOUISIANA - January Jewel,
Shreveport, LA. For round dancers. Info:
Mary Hawkins, 8311 Greenleaf Ln.,
Shreveport, LA 71108; (318)686-8422.
16-17 NEW HAMPSHIRE - Ralph Page
LEGACY Weekend, Durham, NH. Info:
(617)345-1340; fax: (617)354-3142.
16-18 TEXAS - Cotton Boll Classic,
Brazos Center, 3232 Briarcrest Dr,
Bryan, 1'X. A Phase IV-VI dance clinic
weekend & party dancing. Info: Dick &
Karen Fisher, 3415 Parkway Terrace,
Bryan, TX 77802-3743; (409)846-1473.
22-24 FLORIDA - 22nd Florida Sunshine
Festival, Lakeland Center, Lakeland,
FL. John & Linda Saunders, 101 Cedar
Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169;
(904)428-1496.
22-25 HAWAII - 33rd Aloha State SD
Cony, Honolulu, HI. Info: Hawaii Fed of
SD Clubs, PO Box 1, Pearl City HI 96782;
Info: (808)923-0446; Web-page: http://
members.aol.com/kjordansdc/
indochtml.
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23-25 FLORIDA - 3" Florida Snow Ball,
Tampa, FL. Contra Dance Weekend w/
dance & music workshops. Info: Tampa
Friends of Old-Time Dance, Stan &
Linda Prince (813)823-2725; E-mail:
stanrp@aol.com.
23-25 OREGON '98 Oregon Midwinter
Festival, Lane County Fairground, Eugene, OR. Info: Leonard Snodgrass and
Joyce Johnson (541)687-6994.
FEBRUARY
13-14 UTAH - 20th Jamboree of the Sunshine Dancers SD Club of St. George,
UT. MS, Plus, A-1, A-2 & Rounds. Info:
Dave & Alice Harbour, PO Box 461133,
Leeds, UT 84746-1133.
27-1 FLORIDA - Fantasy A2 Weekend,
Melbourne, FL. Doug & Joanne
Bennett, 2017 Trevino Circle,
Melbourne, FL 32935; E-mail:
dbennett@palmnet.net.
13-14 VERMONT - 29'h Maple Sugar
Dance Festival, S Burlington, VT. Info:
(802)879-0760 or (802)453-5161.
20-21 CALIFORNIA - 30'h North State
Dancers' Assoc. SD Jamboree, Anderson, CA. Info: Bev Dunn (916)243-2221
or Patti Martin (916)365-7045, or write
North State Dancers' Assoc., Inc., PO
Box 146, Redding, CA 96099.
APRIL
3-5 ARKANSAS - 6th Jamboree USA,
Pine Bluff, AR. Info: Wayne & Shari Parsons, PO Box 23242, Oklahoma City, OK
73123; (405)721-5811 or Skeeter
Bonner, 500 Buckboard Ln., Midwest
City OK 73130; (405)769-6868.
9-12 CANADA - Chase the Bunny '98,
Ottawa, Ontario. Larry White (613)7382078; e-mail: bk191@freenet.carleton.ca.
90

10-13 NEW ZEALAND - 25th TAUPO
Easter Festival, Taupo, NZ. Info: Phil &
Barbara Hanlen, 1080 Park Rd,
Belmont, Hutt City, New Zealand; Ph:
(04)565-1979; Fax: (04)565-1972.
24-25 MASSACHUSETTS - 40'h New
England S&RD Convention, North
Shore, MA. Info: John & Sue Sullivan,
PO Box 3434, Framingham, MA 01705;
Ph: 888-2-NEWENG
25-26 NEBRASKA - W Nebraska S/RD
Assoc's 29th Festival, Info: Al & Clara
Ewoldt, PO Box 187, Stapleton, NE
69163.
MAY
1-2 UTAH - Springtime Spectacular,
Ogden, UT. Info: Valerie Smith, 629
North 1950 East, St George, UT 84790;
(801)673-8068.
1-3 NEW YORK - May Day Weekend,
Lake George, NY. Info: Bob Bourassa,
3459 Rt. 9 Lot 62, Hudson, NY 12534;
(518)851-9091.
7-9 CANADA - 37th International SRD
Cony, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. Info:
Dorothy Budge, 2435 Kipling Ave. #905,
Etobicoke, ON M9V3A7; (416)746-7649.
15-17 MICHIGAN - NW Michigan S/RD
Council's 43° Spring Festival, Traverse
City MI. New festival format; entire program by national callers/cuers. Ted &
Beth Johnson, 218 Harris St., Cadillac,•
MI 49601; (616)775-2697.
22-23 PENNSYLVANIA - Cannonaders'
39" SD Roundup, Gettysburg, PA. Info:
Fred & Eleanor Cashman, 1203 East
Berlin Rd, New Oxford, PA 17350;
(717)528-4442.
22-25 MONTANA - 27th Montana State
SRD Festival, West, Missoula, MT. Info:
Doug & Candy Drader (406)721-1358
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(voice) or (406)728-7358 (recording);
www.cybernetl.com/missoula.sq-rddancers.
24-26 NEVADA - 51" Silver State SRD
Festival, Reno, NV. Info: (702)674-1400;
fax (702) 673-2801; e-mail srqrnd@dancereno.reno.nv.us.
29-31 NEW ZEALAND - 32"' National
SRD Cony, Tauranga, NZ. Caller/Cuer
inquiries: The Secretary, NZCCA include, Crawford Rd., RD 1, Tauranga,
New Zealand. Registration/General
info: The Secretary, 32" National
Square & Round Dance, Inc., PO Box
600, Tauranga, New Zealand; Fax:
(07)576-8288.
JUNE
4-8 AUSTRALIA - 39th Australian National SD Cony, Adelaide, South Australia. Info: David Woodget, 31 Lorikeet Avenue, Modbury Heights, South
Australia 5092.
12-13 COLORADO - 44th Colorado
State SD Festival—Kachina Pow Wow,
Pueblo, CO. Info: Gene & Elnora Lorje
(719)485-3433; Pre-registration Andy &
Verda Bistline (719)599-8193.
24-27 NORTH CAROLINA - 47th National Square Dance Cony, Charlotte,
North Carolina. Info: Gene & Connie
Triplett, 522 Walnut Point Drive,
Matthews, NC 28105; (707)847-7722.
JULY
10-12 CALIFORNIA - 13th San Diego
Contra Dance Weekend, San Diego, CA.
Contra, quadrille, English country, folk
& round dancing. Info: Paul & Mary
Moore, PO Box 897, Running Springs,
CA 92382; (909)867-5366.
16-18 CANADA - 11th Canadian National SRD Cony, Ottawa, Canada. Info:
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Cony '98, Box 5746, Ottawa Stn LCDMerivale, Ottawa, ON K2C 3M1; Ph/
FAX: (613)225-7904; E-Mail:
ab719@freenet.carleton.ca.
17-19 WISCONSIN - 39th Wisconsin
SRD Cony, Racine, WI. Info: Jimmie &
Deanna Burss, 8018 Euclid Ave, Milwaukee, WI 53219 or Chuck & Sue
Jacobson, 7412 Eaton Lane, Greendale,
WI 53129.
22-25 CALIFORNIA - USA West
Square Dance Convention, San
Franciso, CA. Info: Jim Maczko 3775
Boyd Ave #88, San Diego, CA 92111;
(619) 569-8216 (fax/phone); Craig Veteran, 2018 Scally Ct, Concord, CA
94518; (510) 676-2925.
23-26 CALIFORNIA - Universal RD
Council's 22" International Cony,
San Jose, CA. Info: Frank & Minnie
Buck, 4888 Tilden Dr., San Jose, CA
95124; (408)377-1508; E-mail:
FEBUCK@postoffice.worldnetatt.net.
24-26 ILLINOIS - 15th State Council of
Illinois SD Assoc Cony, Peoria, IL. Info:
Jerry Holtz, (309)685-4000.
AUGUST
7-9 WEST VIRGINIA - 27th SRD Cony
Buckhannon, WV. Info: Diana Payne,
645 Locust Ave., Clarksburg, WV 26301;
(304)622-0585.
14-16 MICHIGAN -37th Michigan State
SRD Cony, Battle Creek, MI. Info: Fred
& Netty Wellman, 2812 Buglers Way, E.
Lansing, MI 48823; (517)351-5603; FAX:
(517)351-3147; e-mail: Netty_Wellman
@MSN.com, or Tom & Noreen Sidnam,
(616)965-4952.
21-22 OHIO - Cincinnati SRD Fbstival,
Sharonville, OH. Info: Fred & Barb
Dorsey, (513)367-2334; E-mail:
fredbarb@concentric.net.
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
38 VARITIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS
ACCOMPUSNNG BETTER CALLING
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped)
APPALACHIAN S/D FOP CLOGGERS
BURELSON S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA
CALLER CUNIC (Vanety of subjects)
CALLERS GUIDEBOOK (399 page text)
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS
CUP ART I (Sketches. paste-up)
CUP ART 1 on 3.5 HD disks 175 images (poi to mat)
CUP ART 2 (NI afferent)
CUP ART 2 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images (pca format)
CLIP ART 3 (All different)
CUP ART 3 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images (p00 format)
CLOGGING (Basrc book)
DSO & TOUGH PLUS
DIAGRAMED GLADE TO BETTER S/D
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S/ material)
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations)
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic)
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (cartoons)

$499
$1099
$599
$10.99
$25 99
$6.99
$14.99
$6.99
$6 99
$15.99
$7.99
$20 99
$7.99
$20.99
S4 99
$5.99
$7.99
$6.99
53.99
53.99
$4.99

GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS
HOEDOWN HERITAGE (Holory)
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (Tips galore)
MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING (Diagrams)
MIM BOOK (Definitions of S/DI
MODERN CONTRA DANCING
MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures)
MUSIC A TIMING
PARTY LINE (After party ideas)
PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams)
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP
SET-UP MID GET-OUT (Modules)
SHOW AND SELL S/D (Betler promotion)
SOLO DANCES (Single. line routines)
S/D STYLING (Smoother dancing)
TEACHING CLOGGING
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Fa sly)
WHEEL & DEALING (Handicapped)
WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style)
WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanshp)

DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND CLOGGING
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION
MODERN SQUARE DANCING PAMPHLETS
RI residents add 7% sales tax

POSTAGE & HANDLING
S4.99
$2.00 pstg
$1.00 S9.99
$2.75 pstg
$5.00 $10.00 - $19.99
$3.25 pstg
$5.00 pstg
$20.00 - $40.00
$41.00 - $60.00
$7.00 pstg
$61.00 - $100.00 $10.00 pstg

$2.99
$3.99
$799
$1.99
5799
$3.99
$399
$1099
$699
$1 99
$499
$6.99
$6.99
57 99
$499
$7 99
$399
$599
$5 99
$10 99

$.20 EACH; 100 - $15.00
$.20 EACH; 100 - $15.00
$.10 EACH

Allow 4 - 6 weeks for delivery
Due to the proliferation of copying devices, it
is impossible to issue refunds on book orders,
unless the book is detective.

M asterr2 a r

ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE
PO BOX 777, N. SCITUATE. RI 02857
Phone: (401) 647-9688 FAX (401) 647-3227 (M-F 8.30AM to 4:30PM EST)
E-mail. asdmag@aol.com Internet: http://www.dosido.corn

People can be divided into three groups: those who make things happen,
those who watch things happen and those who wonder what happened.

John W Newbern
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ASSIFIEDS
BADGES
A to Z ENGRAVING CO. INC (847) 526-73%
1150 Brown St., Wauconda, IL 60084
Home of the Original ROVER Badge
Custom Engraving from your Design, Fun
Badges & Dangles Rhinestone Badges, Mini
Purses (assorted colors), much more.
Write for FREE Catalog - Since 1954

RECORD DEALERS
PALOMINO RECORDS, INC.
Over 2,000,000 records in stock
Squares, Rounds, Clogging, and
Country Western Current and Oldies
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs
1404 Weavers Run Rd, West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 800-227-5420
SUPREME AUDIO
HANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE
The Professional Source for Square and
Round Dance Records & Equipment
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: Supreme@supreme-audio.com
Internet Home Page: www.suprerne-audio.com
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
PO Box 82716
Phoenix, AZ 85071-2716, (602) 993-9932
Square, Round, ballroom, pop labels
Specializing in mail & phone orders
SILVER STAR RECORD &
TAPE SERVICE
10 Saint Moritz Road
Winnipeg MB R2G 3J6, Canada
Phone: (204) 668-2216 Fax: (204) 668-0140
PERRY'S PLACE
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69
Nicholasville, KY 40340-0069
(606) 885-9440
-ordersUS 800-882-3262 Canadian 800-292-2623
Intl. & Fax (606) 885-9235
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CENTURY CLUB
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join Today.
PO Box 57
Westfield, MA 01086
Cost: $2.59 plus $.50 postage & handling.
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO.
Phone: (614) 471-3735
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps
From our Design or Yours
Harold & Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Road, Columbus, OH 43219
KA-MO ENGRAVERS
PO Box 30337 Alburquerque, NM 87190
3D Club & Fun Badges
Free Catalogue - Phone: 800-352-KAMO
ABC SIGN DESIGN
117 West Main
Moore, OK 73160
Phone/Fax: (405) 794-5774
CUSTOM I.D. (800) 2424430
Quality Engraving & Imprinting
Quick Delivery - Satisfaction Guaranteed
Custom badges, dangles, fun badges, etc.
3506 E Venice Avenue, Venice, FL 34292

NOTES FOR CALLERS
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES
Warren Berquam
3775 County Road 92 N, Maple Plain, NEN 55359
Notes sent First Class Mail
Mainstream through A-2
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT
Stan & Cathie Burdick
PO Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874
(518) 543-8824
Write for free sample.
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JOHN'S NOTES
John & Linda Saunders

101 Cedar Dunes Dr.
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169
(904) 428-1496
Basic - C-I, with added Attractions
Monthly Service. Send for Free Sample.
CALLER LINK Australian Callers' Federation
c/o Jeff Seidel

20 Eyre Crescent
Valley View 5093 - South Australia
8-263-5023

TAPE SERVICE
SQUARE DANCE AND ROUND DANCE
TAPE SERVICE
Over 90 minutes on each tape every month

Call or write for FREE Samples
Service with the 'Personal Touch'
Palomino Records Inc.
1404 Weavers Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800

Fax: 800-227-5420
FREE! SAMPLE TAPE
HANHURSI"S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New S/D Music
The Continuing Choice of 1,650 Callers
Serving Callers Since 1971
A Perfect Gift for Your Caller

P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800.445.7398 or (603)876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
MACGREGOR MUSIC LINE
FOR THE LATEST IN MACGREGOR RECORDS
CALL OUR MUSIC LINE TOLL FREE

800-516-8336
LEARN TO YODEL - Teach tape by Joe Uebelacker.
$20 U.S. FUNDS (Canadian funds for Canadian
orders). Add S3 for S/H.
YODELING SQUARE DANCE TAPE - all
yodeling singing calls by Joe $10. If ordenng
both. $5 off.
Joe Uebelacker, 1494 Clearview Drive

Peterborough, Ontario, K9K 2A4.
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED
FOOTE. MS & Plus taught all-position to dancers
who already know the calls from standard position. A-1 and A-2 taught with walk thru & practice
of all calls. Teach tapes emphasize understanding
of calls, are widely acclaimed as best on the
market. Drill tapes, dance tapes & two-couple tape
also available. Write for literature to: Ed Foote,

140 McCandless Place, Wexford, PA 15090.
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BOOKS
ASD BINDERS Protect you
back issues of ASD. Holds a
full year's issue of magazines. They open flat for
quick and easy reference. 2
for $6.00 +PH. Order from:
ASD, PO Box 777 North Scituate, RI 02857
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book I,
Line, Partner & Couple dances. Book II, Continues on !, Book 111, Photographed Turns!, Book
IV, Teacher's Manual; Book V, Line Dances
Galore; Book VI, Partner Dances, Shuffles &
Schottisches; Book VII, More Photographed
Turns, Book VIII, Cha Cha, Book IX, West Coast
Swing, Book X, El Garbage, Technique &
Styling, Book XI, Hot Line Dances, Book XII
Cool Line Dances. Order by number. $20 each
includes p/h, add $2 each outside USA. Kelly

Gellette, PO Box 43425, Las Vegas, NV 89116.
BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: Over 4800 different calls and
movements: $25.99 plus $5 S/H. 1992 Edition,
New Type, New Binder.
Order from American Square Dance Magazine,
PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857.
Phone: (401) 647-9688

POCKET DICTIONARIES OF
SQUARE DANCE CALLS
2 terrific books with exact CALLERLAB definitions for dancers and callers alike! Book I (Red),
Mainstream $5 (incl. postage); Book 2
(Green)Plus, Al & A2 $6 (incl. postage). Specify
which book and send your check to:

Supreme Audio, Inc, PO Box 50,
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
or contact your local square dance shop!
SHARING -A TREASURE OF DANCES by'
Les Henkel. A unique collection of easy dances
for one night parties through the community
Dance Level. $24.95 + $3.50 p/h. Order from
Les Henkel, 301 Oak Street, Box 18, Tobias,
NE 68453-0018

LEARNING TO ROUND DANCE? Get the
BEST book for beginning dancers: COLD FEET
II: Beginning Waltz & Two-Step Basics by
Kaye Anderson. 135 essential terms, 177 twostep figures, 60 waltz figures, 33 positions, 150
diagrams, descriptions for man & lady, thorough
indexing. $15.95 & $2.50 p/h US (AZ only: add
6.75% Saves tax). Dance Action, Dept. AS, PO
Box 7162, Mesa, AZ 85206. Send SASE for
more info on this & other books.
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STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1989 Edition, Round Dance Basics Book,
S8 ppd. Now includes 10-week dancer-proven
course, dance positions, complete approved
terminology, mixers, teaching hints, plus introduction into foxtrot, tango, cha cha and ballroom.
Coordinates with the Grenn record teaching series.
Order book and / or records from Frank

Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, OH 43611.
EASY LEVEL SOLO DANCES: The Bob
Howell Collection. Here you'll find everything
to get your toes tappin' and hips swinging-the
music, concise directions tbr all levels, plus
interesting history of each dance. Cost: $21.95
per book. S/H $3.50 U.S. - $5.50 Canada. Order
from Siddal & Ray Publications for Dance,

1017 Williamsburg Drive, Charleston, IL 61920
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM ED FOOTE. 5 books
available: Plus, Al & A2 (both in I book), CI ,
C2, C-3A. Each book diagrams all calls for the
indicated program from a variety of positions,
also includes helpful hints for dancing the calls.
Books are 8 1/2 x I I with spiral binding, laser
printing provides clear sharp images. The most
complete diagram books for Plus, Advanced &
Challenge available today. Cost: $16.25 / hook
includes shpg. ($16.75 for C3A). (Canada add $
.80). Order from Ed Foote, 140 McCandless

Pl., Wexford, PA 15090.
SQUARE DANCING FOR "KIDS" OF ALL
AGES - Complete teach book with complete
wording and definitions for each call with lots of
choreography. Great for teachers - you don't
need to be a caller. Big printing for easy reading/
calling. Absolutely complete wording everything
including how to get them started in a circle and
squares. Book 1 (Pre school thru grade 4) $25:
Book II (Grade 4 thru Senior Citizen) S25; Both
Books $45 U.S. Funds (Canadian funds for
Canadian orders) Add $5 for postage Joe

Uebelacker, 1494 Clearview Drive,
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada K9K 2A4
Now owners of all 'New England Caller'
products. Caller Teacher manual, Caller Text.
Mainstream and Plus Student Handbooks, Diplomas, Calandars, Line Dance Books.
Videos, and lots more. Call or write for a price list.

PALOMINO RECORDS INC
1404 Weavers Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 1-800-227-5420
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RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
Continuing Dealer Management Program

PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603)8764001
E-mail: Supreme@supreme-audio.com
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.cotn

PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
1404 Weavers Run Rd,
West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 800-227-5420

PATTERNS
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE
THEME COUNTED CROSS-STITCH
PATTERNS. 3 square books, I round book,
5 patterns each. $5 ea. +$1.50 pstg. per order.
State patterns available upon request at $1.50
ea.+$.50 pstg. per order. Dealers welcome.

Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay, 138
Mohican 'frail, Wilmington, NC 28409.
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS. Full line of SD
patterns and western. Featuring snaps, elastic and
many other items. Send your name and address
along with $2 for a catalog. Aron's, 8974
E. Huntington Drive, San Gabriel, CA 91775

WHOLESALE PRODUCTS
FUN & FANCY ORIGINALS
Manufacturers of the finest women's
square dance apparel.
Wholesale inquires welcome or
ask your local square dance dealer about us.
Call or Fax 800-995-8011 or (916) 221-4666

S/D PRODUCTS
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.
"The Professional Source For Dance Audio"
Largest selection of professional calling and
cueing equipment, records and publications
available from one source!
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS,
PHANTOM 480 SPEAKERS
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. ,YAK STACKS

PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: supreme@supreme-audio.com
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com
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HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
ampli fiers - speakers • microphones
wireless microphones - speaker stands
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord, CA 94518

KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION instructional video tape series.
"BOB HOWELL LIVE" S19.95 + $3 &H. 11 "quick

Telephone: (510) 682-8390

"KENTUCKY RUNNING SET- a traditional
mountain-style dance. Includes video and 2 audio
cassettes (Dances From Appalachian and audio of
Stew Shacklette calling the dance.) $29.95 + 52 S/H.
"JERRY HELT'S DANCE PARTY", featuring

NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
Turntables, Speakers, Microphones (standard and
wireless), Speaker Stands,

Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs.
Palomino Records, Inc.
1404 Weavers Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800
Fax: 800-227-5420
WISSCO
Rescue your EDCOR WIRELESS MICROPHONE!
Rechargeable Batteries - Repairs - New Equipment
815 Production Place, Newport Beach, CA 92663
Telephone: 800-854-6280

PROMENADER DANCE BOOTS, LEATHER
- Ladies': Low shaft $50; High shaft $60. Men's:
S65. Limited to boots in stock. Call/fax/write for list.
WORLDTONE MUSIC, 230 Seventh Ave,
New York, NY 10011.
Tel: (212) 691-1934 FAX: (212) 691-2554
RETURN ADDRESS LABELS
Square Dance, Club, or Personal Logo
Quick Delivery. Call or write:
CUSTOM I.D. 800 - 242-8430
3506 E. Venice Avenue, Venice, FL 34292
VIDEOS
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by Ed Foote, well-known caller
instructor. Each Color Video about 90 min. long .
Presentations organized and complete. 539.95one tape. 559.95-both tapes.
Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Sbunk Avenue,
Alliance, OH 44601
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY
ED FOOTE. Calls are taught all position for
dancers who already know the calls from standard position. Numerous walk thrus of the more
difficult calls at each CALLERLAB program,
along with brief samples of dancing, and hints
for successful dancing. Understanding of calls is
emphasized. 4 video tapes available: Mainstream, Plus, A-I, A-2, each tape about 90
minutes long. VHS format. Cost: S39.95-1 tape;
S59.95-2 tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 2107
Skunk Ave., Alliance, OH 44601.
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teach" dances for one night stands and recreational use.

material useful for one night stands for community dance programs. Includes audio of Jerry

calling the dances. $29.95 plus 53 SM.
"SCOTT MCKEE'S INTRODUCTION TO
CLOGGING" makes clogging easy, even for the
novice. S19.95 + S3 S/H
"JERRY HELT'S COMMUNITY DANCE
PARTY" features a 24 basic square dance program
suitable for community dance programs. Includes
audio of Jerry calling the dances. $29.95 + S3 Sal.
Send check to: Kentucky Dance Foundation do
Stew Shacklette 460 Long Needle Road,
Brandenburg, KY 40108. Visa and MC accepted.
Phone: (502) 422-2421 or 800-446-1209 to order.

RESORTS/CAMPGROUND
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO
GRANDE VALLEY, year-round 32 sessions
of workshops and party dances per week.
Built for dancers, owned and operated by
dancers. LAKEWOOD R.V. PARK, 4525
Graham Rd. Harlingen, TX 78552. (210)
423-1170. For reservations and information only
1-800-459-4525.
WESTERN MONTANA, Square and Round
Dance Vacation, May 29 - Sept 7, 1997. I I
miles south of Missoula. National Callers most
weekends. Special round dance weeks and
weekends. Camp among the pines on Lolo
Creek. Write or call for brochure.
Ray Granger, 9955 Highway 12, Lobo, MT
59847 Phone: (406) 273-0141.
STRAWBERRY SQUARE: Square & Round
Dancing from Beginners thin C-2 and PH VI.
Complete dance apparel shop. Mobile homes &
camper lots for sale or rent. 4401 Boot Bay Road,
Plant City, FL 33567 Phone: (813) 752-0491

TOURS & TOURING
SQUARE TOURS-(NEW ZEALAND)
Dancers (couples to large groups) catered for
with dances, sight-seeing and any other interests.
Itineraries and costs to your requirements.
Square Tours, C/-T Norton
8 Miller St. Rotoruna, NZ
Ph (NZ) 64 7 3484 129 - Autofax 64 7 3489 508
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BE BRANSON BOUND

Couples to Clubs, we'll plan complete show, meal,
accommodation packages with sight-seeing, guided
tours, shopping and plenty of time for dancing.
Just call 800-964-8687 and see just how easy it can
be to bring you or your group to travel to Branson!
Branson Area Reservations
3524 Keeter St, Branson, MO 65616

WILLIAMS SOUND EQUIPMENT DEALER
HEARING ENHANCEMENT EQUIPMENT

For information on transmitters,
receivers and accessories
Contact: (Caller) Jerry Walker, Rt #1, Box 79,
Endicott, WA 99125
Phone: (509) 657-3658

800-964-8687 or FAX (417) 334-7286

ASHTON 50 WATT AMPLIFIER Like New

CALLING EQUIPMENT

One 8I2-S Mike with volume control
One Speaker with Cover
Asking $500 for all

SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.

"The Professional Suurce For Dance Audio"
Largest selection of professional calling and
cueing equipment, records and publications
available from one source!
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS,
PHANTOM 480 SPEAKERS
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS

Call: (701) 256-5865

4

PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050

Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: supreme@supreme-audio.com
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com

ADVERTISIER INDEX
A & F Music - McGregor

Accreditied Caller Coaches
Alaska Cruise, w/ Bowers & Haags
Alaska Cruise, w/Kopmans
Australia Tour
Caller-Cuer Lineup
CALLERLAB
Canadian National S&RD Convention
Caller Colleges
Calyco Crossing
Capital Engraving
Chinook Records
Dancing AZJMACCA
Davis, Bill
Dot's Western Duds
Eagle Records
ESP
Four Bar B
Gold Star Video
Grenn.
Hi Hat
Hilton Audio Products
International Assoc of Gay SD Clubs
John's Notes
Kopman's Caller School
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AMERICAN W-)
SQUARE DANCE
"The Internatinal Magazine With The Swinging Lines"

For a one-year subscription to American Square Dance.
New
$15.00
RI residents - sales tax
$1.05
Renewal
$20.00
RI residents - sales tax
$1.40
Canada/Mexico postage
$5.00
Foreign postage
$12.00
Total
MasterCard
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NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP
PHONE #
MC

VISA

AML

CREDIT CARD #
EXPIRATION DATE: MM

YR

Your Signature
I pay by credit card and want ASD automatically renewed next year!

Y N
I was refered by a friend. Their subscription number is:
New Subscriptions Mart with the next issue IF we receive this completed form on or Wort the lith of the monk

(Offer void after 6/98)
All subscriptions are non-transferable and non-refundable. We are not responsible for non-delivery. Post 011ie does
not forward periodicals unless subscriber pays postage; contact local Post Office for details. Price subject to change.
Send to:

ASD, PO BOX 777, N SCITUATE, RI 02857-0777
OR CALL:

98

(401) 647-9688
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PALOMINO RECORDS, INC
1404 Weavers Run Road
West Point, KY 40177
800-328-3800
YOUR "ONE STOP" SHOP!!!
(WHOLESALE AND RETAIL)

WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER
OF SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS
OVER 450,000 RECORDS IN STOCK!!!

ALL YOUR SQUARE DANCE NEEDS!!!
RECORDS (OVER 200,000), BOOKS, CASSETTES, VIDEOS, CD'S,
DIPLOMAS, MICROPHONES, SPEAKERS, NEEDLES, ETC.
MONTHLY TAPE SERVICE (NEW RELEASES & SALE RECORDS)
OVER 90 MINUTES OF MUSIC EVERY MONTH!

ALL YOUR ROUND DANCE NEEDS!!!
RECORDS (OVER 200,000), BOOKS, CASSETTES, CD'S,
DIPLOMAS, WIRELESS MICROPHONES, RECORD CASES, ETC.
MONTHLY TAPE SERVICE (CUED, POPS, AND SPECIALS)
OVER 90 MINUTES OF MUSIC EVERY MONTH!

ALL YOUR COUNTRY WESTERN NEEDS!!!
RECORDS (OVER 50,000), BOOKS, VIDEOS, ETC.

DISTRIBUTOR AND DEALER!!!
"ALL' SQUARE DANCE AND ROUND DANCE LABELS!!!
CLOGGING, POP OLDIES, AND COUNTRY WESTERN
(ATTENTION DEALERS: WRITE FOR PRICING AND INFO)
COMPETITIVE PRICING AND UNBEATABLE SERVICE!!!
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ATTENTION CALLERS, CUERS, AND CLUB OFFICERS!!!
GIFT CERTIFICATES MAKE GREAT GIFTS ALL YEAR ROUND!

Happy Hollitays Front All The Gang
E-MAIL: palominorecords@worldnetattmet
VOICE ORDERS' (USA & CANADA) 800-328-3800
(INTERNATIONAL) 502-922-0074
CUSTOMER SERVICE 502-922-0370
FAX ORDERS; (USA & CANADA) 800-227-5420
(OTHERS) 502-922-0270

American

FOREIGN "TOLL-FREE" FAX ORDERS'
AUSTRALIA
800-553-619
DENMARK
80001-6034
GERMANY
0130 81 7038
JAPAN
0066-33.830022
NEW ZEALAND
0800-440-629
020-793550
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM 0800-89-5192
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ATTENTION: CALLERS & CUER,

Our Experience
Makes the Difference
•
•
•
•
•
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Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service
25 Years of Dependable Service
Square & Round Dance Records
Wireless & Handheld Microphones
Variable Speed Turntables,
CD Players, & Tape Decks
• Speakers, Mixers & Amplifiers
• Helpful, Professional Staff
• Toll Free Info & Order Line
• FREE Lifetime Tech Support
• Most Extensive Square Dance
Home Page. All Records Listed!
• 30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee
• All Orders Shipped Same Day

FREE CATALOG!
1-800-445-7398
Phone: 800 445,7'398 or 603 876 3636
Fax: 800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001
Foreign Toll Free: AT&T USA Direct # + 800#
E-mail: supreme@supreme-audio.com
Home Page: hitp://www.supteme-audio.com

SUPREME AUDIO, INC.

P.O. Box 50
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050

